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'Laughing Wild'

Charleston Alley Theater play ~ f;:;l
deals with modern issues. ~W
Section B

Dean of fine arts
leaving Eastern

ird not
ayed by
position
HINGTON (AP) - A
've Zoe Baird, Presi. ton's choice for anorenera I. on Thursday
calls to step aside.
'te House stuck by her
face of rising public and
ional opposition over
of illegal aliens.
antime, White House
unications Director
e Stephanopoulos said
may never have disthe pivotal issue with
prior to her nomination.
think that my overall
gives me the potential
agreat attorney geneml,"
told the Senate Judiciary
·uce. as concern grew
g la"' makers. "The
·a1 that 1 have to serve
nil') ... should override
'cular mcidcnL..
l se' cral members of
ress announced their
sition. including two
hcans on the Judiciary
·nee. the lone Rcpubliamong the Senate's six
n and three moderate
ls.
aird. 40, a $500,000-alawyer for the Aetna Life
ualty Co., has sil'lce her
· ation paid $2.900 in
and roughly $12.000 in
taxes and penalties for
· g a Peruvian couple.
wife cared for her son
the husband served as
driver and performed
Id chores, she said.
lions about the Baird
ation dominated the
White House news briefStephanopoulos, who
Thursday that the presiwas sticking with his

exact discussions on this.
Baird ... did disclose this
the transition team." he
But when she met with
• "'I do not beheve they
a discussion about it, no,"
said "I do not know what
of detail he knew about
situation.... We can find
absolutely."
The White House tone on

mer of '74. We have had 19 years
of a close relationship. As the first
percussion instructor Eastern has
Following his plans announced had, we started the two new prolast week, Vaughn Jaeni"ke, dean of grams which Eastern has never bad
the College of Fine Arts, will leave before," Lane said.
Eastern Jan. 31, said Dan Crews,
Herman Taylor. chairman of the
publicity director of the college.
music department. had high opinJaenike, 62, announced a week ions of Jaenike as well.
ago that he would retire at the end
"He is a fine man," Taylor said.
of the month or on July 31. Retiring "He is a great educator and a wonat the later date might have allowed derfu I leader. I have only been in
Jaenike to take advantage of the Charleston for three years and durstate's new early retirement pro- ing that time he has been quite
gram.
helpful," he said. "l depended on
However, the bill passed by the him a great deal professionally and
General Assembly will not affect personally."
his plans to leave the university
John Miller. associate professor
after 18 years as the school's first of music. said Jaenike leaves
and only dean of the College of behind a high standard of work and
Fine Arts. Jaenike said.
progres... in Eastcrn's fine arts disciBarbara Hill. provost and vice pline.
president for academic affairs. said
''Dean Jaenike leaves the legacy
she will consul! with faculty Mon- of a dynamic arts environment for
day on naming someone to fill the uni\CNl)' and community. He
Jaenake ':. post in an acting capacity is an articulate anJ effective leader
until a pennanent replacement can of the college and is highly regardbe found.
ed among the faculty," \1i1Jer said.
"I have worked for Jaenike for a
Stephen Faulk. vice president for
number of years:· Crews said. "I institutional advancement and
believe he is brilliant in leading the executive officer of the EIU
college.
Foundation, also has positive feel"I feel he is a mentor to me and a ings for Jaenike.
great person to work with," he said.
"l feel both he and his wife,
"Jim Johnson and I are carrying the Ruth, have provided a great deal of
torch, Celebration of the Arts, dignity for both Eastern and the
(Jaenike's) brainchild."
community of Charleston," Falk
Johnny Lane, a music professor said. "He has been a leader in the
and close friend of Jaenike, said academic world for obtaining priJaenike's departure signals the end vate sector support for bis proof a loyal and hard-working tenure. grams."
"We came together in the sum-

By TERESA JOHNSON
Activities editor

Attention
ROTC cadet Elisha White stuncls ;,, formution duriflg Drill und
Ceremony, Thursday afternoon in the library quud. Drill and
Ceremony is a two-week instructional period that reacl1e.\ discipline
and trains cadets to pay attention to detail.

Senate reform likely
after five jump ship
should know ahead of time, before
they ever run for senate whether or
not they'll have the time."
After the resignations of five
Senate member Jeff Figurell said
Student Senate members drew fire he believed that some of the fonner
at Wednesday's Student Senate senate members just did not take
meeting, several senate members the job seriously.
agreed that a change needs to be
"I know that a couple of those
made in the process of selecting who resigned did have serious time
future senate members.
conflicts and that can't be helped,"
Senate member Dan Fultz, who Figurell said. "But I don't know
criticized the resignations at Wed- why some of (the resigning memnesday's meeting. said be believes bers) resigned or why they even ran
the real problem is a lack of com- in the first place.
mitment.
"They just didn't seem to take
"1 am really concerned by the the job seriously. I don't know if
lack of commitment we're seeing they thought (the senate) was a
from some senate members," FuJtz push-over job before they got here
said. "We need to find people who or what the problem was." he said.
want to make the commitment and
Senate member Dan Byer said
understand the amount of time the he believes the problem is simple
job deserves."
irresponsibility.
Maria Giovani resigned from the
"The senate is a very important
senate Wednesday. Senate mem- job," Byer said. "There are 11,000
bers Man Giordano, Jenny Rank, people on this campus and you
Blake Stone and R.J. Wood had can't tell me that we can't find 30
already resigned. Most cited time serious, qualified people to do this
conflicts as reasons for leaving the job.
posts.
"(Senate members5 can't be irreSenate member Michael Smyth sponsible, fly-by-night people who
said he understands that people do are going to quit as soon as things
sometimes run into unexpected get tough," he said.
time conflicts but feels they should
Fultz said the senate's Legisthink more about what they are get- lative Leadership Committee,
ting themselves into when they which will be interviewing all
make the decision to run for the applicants for the vacated positions,
senate.
plans to thoroughly explain the
"I tend to agree with Fultz,"
Smyth said. "Theoretically, people
• Comi1111ed on page 2A

By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

Gay activist lectures
•
on same sex marriages
By MICHELLE R. HOKE
Staff writer
Same sex marriage and the
advantages of it becoming legal in
the United States drew close to 200
people to the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union Thursday
night
Civil rights activist. founder and
executive director of the Equal
Marriage Rights Fund and discrimination attorney Craig Dean lectured on his reasons for filing a suit
in 1990 to legalize gay marriages.
Patrick Gill, Dean's partner in
litigation and hopeful marriage
partner, was unable to join him
because of recent surgery. Dean
and Gill are touring the nation to
educate people about discrimination against homosexuals and gain
support for legalized same sex
marriages.
Audience members told Dean
during a question and answer period that his campaign for gay rights
was immoral on religious grounds.
Many rights are not granted to
gay couples because they are not

legally married, Dean said. Legally
married couples are entitled to be
on their spouse's life insurance policy. A gay couple who has spent
most of their lives together is
denied the same right.
This is only one example of the
injustices gays live with because of
their sexuality, Dean said.
"We are traditional families
because we love each other, care
for each other and respect each
other," Dean said. "Six point one
percent of the United States is
made up of gay and lesbian families."
The fight for legalizing same sex
marriages in America began in
I %9 and has never made it to the
U.S. Supreme Court, according to
Dean's research. The F.qual Marriage Rights Fund is working to
change this.
"The defining issue is whom we
love and the right to love," he said
Gail Valker, University Board
lectures coordinator, said the program deserved attention because it
is a civil rights issue concerning
students on campus.
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FROM PAGE ONE
Baird
Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole's office said
they had Jogged l,796 calls against Baird and 7 in
Thursday contrasted with its earlier clarity. On Jan. 14, favor of her. Dole has not announced his position.
Clinton spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers said: "It was
Sens. Larry Craig, R-ldaho, Slade Gorton, R-Wash .•
fully disclosed. He (Clinton) considered it and did not and Nancy Kassebaum. R-Kan., who are not on the
think it was a problem."
committee, also announced they would vote against
Recalling her earlier testimony, Baird on Thursday Baird. They and other senators said the calls and mail
continued to say she takes full responsibility for her from constituents was running heavily against the nomactions.
ination. Kassebaum said she had been pleased that a
"I've said that I believe that what I did was wrong, woman had been selected for the post and decided to
and I apologized for it." she said.
oppose her with "deep regret."
Sen. Larry Pressler, R-S.D., a member of the com"They really do see a difference between personally
mittee, which is expected to vote on the nomination forgiving a lawbreaker who has paid her fines ... and
next week, said he believed her behavior would dimin- promoting that Jawbreaker to the 'top cop' in the
ish her effectiveness as the nation's top legal officer, nation," Craig said in a letter asking the committee to
especially when it came to enforcing immigration laws. reject the nomination.
"I'm talking about your credibility," he said, adding
Kassebaum sent the committee a letter signed by her
that his opposition was reluctant. "You 're my kind of and five Republican women in the House of Represperson. I feel very badly about this." And Sen. Alan entatives.
Simpson, R-Wyo., a senior committee member and the
"Is it reasonable to believe that employers throughSenate's deputy GOP leader, said that as an author of out the United States will respect and obey our counthe nation's immigration's laws he could not support try's immigration Jaws when the person charged with
the nomination of someone who broke them.
enforcing those laws has knowingly violated them?''
The DemocratS announcing opposition were: David they asked.
Boren of Oklahoma, Richard Shelby of Alabama and
In addition, Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., who
Bennett Johnston of Louisiana.
seemed satisfied with Baird's answers on Tuesday,
Boren said, "I believe that it would be best if she began questioning Baird's ability to enforce immigravoluntarily withdrew.... It's important the new attorney tion laws.
general be a person beyond controversy." Speaking in
Not all lhe concern about Baird was about hiring the
a telephone interview, Boren said his Oklahoma offices babysitter and paying taxes.
had received 1,000 calls on Baird, 80 percent opposed.
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time commitment to the potential
members and ask them to examine
their schedules for any possible
conflicts. Those unwilling to make
a serious commitment will be asked
to withdraw their applications.
"We're going to be very specific
about what we want from the applic:tn t~." Fultz said. "We have to
eliminate those people who become
senate members and then quit as
soon as time becomes an issue. We
just can't continue to have these
resignations each semester."
Seven senate members resigned
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last semester.
"We can't have the senate operating at partial capacity, which it
does as long as the seats are
empty," Fultz said. "It does a real
injustice to the people who elected
us and it weakens the student senate."
Figurell suggested that students
who are thinking about running for
the senate attend meetings and talk
to senate members about the
responsibilities involved with the
job.
"I think this would be a good
way of weeding out those who
aren't really serious about (the sen-
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ate)," Figurell said. "lt would make
people realize that being a senator
is a lot of work."
Fultz said that while he does not
feel the problem with early resignations is at a crisis point, it is a serious problem that needs to be
addressed.
"I saw an enonnous improvement in the senate last semester,"
Fultz said. "If we can fill the vacancies, (the senate) could be even better."
The senate plans to choose and
announce new senate members
Feb.3.
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thJUNCTION
----------------------------

Unio n Bowling Lanes & K ee. Ar

The JUNCTION offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 6 billiard
tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the JUNCTION in
Union or call 581-3616.
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental ($.35).

LEAGUE Tll'IBS •••
6:30
6:30
4:30
7:00

p.m. & 9 p.m ............. Monday Night COED
p.m. & 9 p.m .............Tuesday Night COED
p.m ............................ Peterson Point (lndv.) Wed.
p.m ............................ Wednesday Night Men

Location • • • North end of UNION STATION
Hours •••

M-TH ............ 9:00 a.m. · 10:30 p.m.
Fri. .............. 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Sat. ............. 2:00 p.m. • 11:30 p.m.
Sun ............. 4:00 p.m. · 10:30 p.m.
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G attempts to avoid tuition hike
Board of Governors said Thursday it
to avoid a tuition increase for next
the General Assembly provides adeding.
though the BOG is disappointed in
·nois Board of Higher Education's
an-expected budget recommendaleased last month, the BOG wi ll
every effort to hold the l ine on
," said Michelle Brazell, BOG
oman.
B r a z e 11
at tuition will increase only if next
budget gets cut below this year's level.
year, the BOG attributed its 10 perase to the lack of state funding.
other business, the BOG approved

salary increases ranging from 2 to 22 cents
per hour. The raises will affect 461 clerical,
technical, maintenance and physical plant
employees.
Eastern should be able to fund the civil service employees' pay increase without additional rounds of reallocation of this year's
budget, said S uzanne Chouina, assistant to
the vice president for business affairs.
The school's salary budget is figured so it
can cover a 2 percent salary increase for all
employees, Chouina said. All union wage
increases are figured within that range, she
said.
Although the 3 percent faculty increase
approved last fall ate up a large portion of
that amount, enough money should be left to
prevent another reallocation of this year's
budget.

The increases. part of three separate oneyear contract agreements, should cost a n
additional $265,558.
Approval for the agreements has already
come from the American Federation of State
County and Municipal Employees and the
Operating Engineers Union.
In other BOG business:
The board approved a measure that would
allow retired professors to take up to three
semester hours of classes per semester for
free.
Retired Eastern professors had been able to
take classes at Eastern for free for several
years, said Sue McKenna, president of the
Eastern Annuitant's Association, which represents 465 Eastern retirees. She said before the
change, Eastern could not give the waivers
because BOG rules did not address them.

us Bus expects smooth ride this semester
nt Gage, a graduate student
rdinator of the Gus Bus,
that he does not expect any
ems with the service this
ter.
st of the local bars have
buted to the bus. eliminatproblem of financing the
e. Several taverns includMarty's, Stix, Stu's, Ike's.
Place, The Uptowner, Roe's,
ty's. Ted's Warehouse and
r's have conLributed finany or are expected to con-

tribute $250 to help keep the service going.
Gage added that he also does
not expect to have any problems
with students causing trouble on
the bus.
"We always have two students
from different organizations on
the bus at all times monitoring
the students," Gage said. "Bus
drivers have a direct radio to university and Charleston police. If
a problem arises. police officers
will be there within five minutes."
Students wishing to ride the
bus can be picked up at the Mar-

~·

tin Luther King, Jr. University
Union or at the International
House. From there, the bus drops
students off at Ike's, My Place.
Friends, Mother's, Thirsty's,
Roe's. The Uptowner, and Ted's.
From Ted's. the bus returns to

the union to start the route again.
The route usually takes about
30 minutes but can take a little
longer depending on how many
students are riding the bus.
"The Gus Bus is a responsible
alternative for students who use
it for any reason." Gage said.
"Even if the student only plans
on d rinking very little or only
uses it because he or she has no
other transportation."
Once the Gus Bus receives all
of the expected contributions,
more information will be made
available through posters and
flyers.

Spend Your Weeke11d at

. .Mother's
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Houses .. ..
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~
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00
$1 Bar Drinks
~~
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New Sound & Lights

Large Dance Floor

$100

LONGNECKS
SATURDAY NITE
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Rock & Roll

$100

LONGNECKS
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The women of Alpha Phi

· · ~wou1a ·like to thank··: ,···_.:

Andy Harmon
of Sigma Chi
for being A <I>

1992 Bordeaux Beau

1...-.

WELCOME
STUDENTS!

HOJO'S PARTY COMPLEX
1993 WoKLD SPll.ING

Hot Tub, Sun Area,
Heated Pool, GaJTie Room.
Gift Shops, Night Club,
Restaurants, Grocery
Stores nearby.
Miniature Golf across street
Prices Start At $45.00/Dayl

* l>.tily Pooldeck * .2 l':i~htcluhs *
* lkst Acconunod.1tions * Hest Clubs *
* All U ndcr One Roof*
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904-677-8060
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Major Credit Cards Accepted

. 800-767-4471

.

Howard Johmoo Hotr.l • 600 N. Admtic Aft.

OCEAN FRONT

• Oceanfront Pool
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•Reasonable Prices

NIGHTLIFE

~Joker's
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BIG 19!
FROM ALL OF US!
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&
Apartments

Rentals (217) 345-448
Jim Wood, Broker

HAPPY B·DAY USA

•Outside Deck

•Seaside Lounge

• CiameRoom
• Restaurant
•Rated Excellent for
Spring Break
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On the Beach

1615 S. Atlantic Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32118
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Assault victims
should not have
to live in silence
Women should not have to live in silence
after they have been sexually assaulted.
Psychologist Mary Koss presented, in a
national study, that an estimated 25 percent
of college women have been victims of rape
or attempted rape since age 14.
The News feels that women should not
have to feel they will be hurt, embarrassed or
flaunted in the media if they report these
types of crimes. AJso, the current system of
investigating sexual assault needs to be more
empathetic toward the victims.
On the other hand, women should take it
upon themselves to report these crimes, so
society can see that the
number of rapes and sexual assaults are on
tffe rise.
Federal laws should be made more strict on
the prosecution of the assailants who create
these violent crimes also.
During fiscal year 1992, only 48 victims
reported their crimes to the center for sexual
assault counseling and only one case of sexual
criminal assault was reported to the campus
police department during the same period.
But officials believe that the numbers were
drastically higher.
Until women stand up and make their voices heard, this male-dominated court system
will continue to overlook these inalienable
rights for women.
Women will continue to be viewed as lures
for the men who do rape and sexually assault
them and their recovery from these crimes
will continue to be handled in a child-like
manner.
Concealing this information will not benefit
anyone in this situation. Women will have to
continually endure the breakdown of a corrupted government. Women will have to continue to face the slow torture of being dismantled in front of the courts, until they speak up.
The News feels that, in order for the laws of
government to get better and for government to even consider reshaping how It handles sexual assault and rape cases, women
must make a bold statement. They must give
a loud cry for help to correct this situation. In
the words of LMngston C. Lord, "tell the truth
and don't be afraid."

(ditorlal

truth and shame
... Sthpeakdevil.the
e
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Looking at President Clinton's Soc
Let's take a look at the problems thus far with the "Clinton
Yearsw - soon to be a late-night
NBC series filling Letterman's
open spot and starring Luke
Perry as Bill Clinton, Carrol
Channing as Hillary. and E.d
Asner as Chelsea.
Two days really isn't enough
time for anyone to screw up too
badly - short of a Daily Eastern
News copy editor that is - but I
have seen some stains upon this Winders
administration.
Sure Inviting Tony Bennett to any formal gathering
let alone the t 993 Inauguration festivities - soon to
be an NBC series filling Letterman's old spot starring
those wacky kids from Fame (hey, they are going to
live forever) - was a mistake.
And I am sure, that if given another chance, Bill
would think twice about Inviting Michael Jackson and
Diana Ross to appear on stage at the same time - that
much artificial body reconstruction through the use of
so many advanced space-aged polymers, is against
one of Al Gore's primary environmental stances.
Simply refer to page 105 of Gore's book "Earth in
the Balance" which reads "body reconstructive materials are dangerous to the ozone layer and should not
be used - except In the use of creating really nice
hooters."
Speaking of Al Gore, let me briefly touch on one of
his daughters...Thank you, that was most enjoyable
('"Touching the Gore Girls" will soon be an NBC sitcom
filling Letterman's old spot starring Sally Struthers).
The big problem, however, Is that BilJ and his family
are cat owners.
just a brief history lesson ...
E.ach administration has possessed their own prized
"pets. George Bush had Mlllie the dog, Ronald Reagan
had Lucky the dog, Ric.hard Nixon had Checkers the

J.A.

dog and jimmy Carter had Amy the daughter.
had their own individual animal-like talents to o
the betterment of the nation.
Most importantly. each were dogs - loyal,
loving, God-fearing canines.
The cat by nature is slow, boring and doesn't
single care in the world about what the people
sounds like Socks would make a wonderful m
of the U.S. Senate.
The cat is fairly useless (minus the occasional
nabbed), eats a tremendous amount of food and
put the moves on anything of the same spe
Socks sounds much like Ted Kennedy.
The cat is simply a waste of the planet's aireven with a brain the size of an acorn, would, h
er, never set foot In the Senate.
Score one small point for Socks.
Now through my extensive research, I
encountered an interesting point about "S
America's First Cat."
Note the dark markings over the eyes of Socks.
how full and defined they truly are - much like h
eyebrows.
Notice also the short stature of Socks - not a
erful and grand leader but a short and weasel-like
varmint.
Think of that description and combine - full
brows, short and weasel-like little varmint.
sions?
Simple.
Through advancements In haiJ design and c
techniques combined with the mlrade of hair r
ment through the assistance of White House
Sperling. Socks the cat Is a deverly disguised
presidential candidate Michael Dukakls.
Just look at the situation dosely and make your
decision.

- ].A. Winders is features editor and a re
columnist for The Dally Eastern News.
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Your turn ..•
Warning: Winter
parking in city
is a square deal
Dear editor:
As a graduate of Eastern, I feel
obligated to warn students and
staff members about an extremely
unprofessional business in the city
of Charleston.
The story began on Jan. 9. After
attending my National Guard drill
In Mattoon, I decided to stay with
a friend who lives In Charleston. I
felt llke It was too risky to drive
home to Champaign In the bllzzard-llke conditions. Unfortunately,
my friend's apartment complex,
which Is located on Seventh Street,
doesn't have parking allocations
for visitors. Therefore, parking on
Seventh Street seemed to be a
logical option. Neither my friend
nor I were aware that Seventh
Street was a snow route for Charleston.
I discovered ~ Sunday mom-

Ing that Seventh Street was a snow
route and my car had been towed
by Bartley's Garage at the direction
of the Charleston Police. I Immediately had my friend drive me to
Bartley's Garage so that I could
retrieve my car and return to
Mattoon for my final day of the
drill.
Upon my arrival at Bartley's
Garage, I received the worst service anyone could ever Imagine.
Bob Bartley, the owner, verbally
harassed my friend and I from the
moment we stepped In the front
door until we left his facility.
lnltlally, after explaining my
urgent need to arrive at National
Guard drill, he refused to accept a
personal check. He wouldn't even
guarantee that he would stay open
long enough for me to cash a
check at a local grocery store.
Luckily, he did stay open and I was
allowed access to my car after he
was paid.
He had placed my car In a bank
of deep snow with only six Inches
of clearance from cars on both
sides. Needl~ ~ ~y. the car was

stuck and neither Bartley nor
serviceman offered any assls
After wasting several min
my friend and I eventually
the car.
Before leaving the lot, I d
to dear the snow off my wl
so I could see dearly. While
Ing the snow off of my wl
Bartley was in my face yelll
following:
"Get your car off my pr
You don't have any sense! If
could drtve right, you'd be
get that car off of my pr
without dearlng off the wl
He continued to yell untll l
In my car and left his property.
I realize that I wlll nev
reimbursed for the pain and
Ing Bartley caused me that
Ing.
I plan to contact the B
Business Bureau, Charles
mayor and the Charleston
Department about his unp
slonal behavior. In the m
don't park on Seventh Str
snowy day.

Friday, January 22, t 993

linton jumps into action
HINGTON (AP) - On his first day in the Oval
President Clinton said Thursday his administrald not flinch from military showdowns with
Uowing a fresh challenge. The Senate rushed
of more of his Cabinet but hundreds of senior
remained vacant
panying into the early hours after his inaugura. ton spent all morning greeting thousands of
to a White House open house. Well-wishers
outdoors for hours on a cold winter day for a
lland~e and greeting from Clinton.
almost l p.m. before he paid his first visit to
Office - just a quick look around before movto the Roosevelt Room for a meeting with
aides.
told them, "We just have to be dominated by
s and clear vision and we ought to have a
lime doing it." Meanwhile, his wife. Hillary. was
out the Oval Office.
break with tradition, she will have an office in
Wing. the first time a firsc lady has had space
A spokesman said she would be closely involved
ing Clinton's health-<:are program.
One brought the first break in the military
extended by Saddam Hussein as a goodwill
10 lhe new president.
gon officials said two U.S. warplanes fired on
air defense site after it turned its radar on them

- a precursor to possible firing. It was not clear
whether it was an isolated incident or a calculated test
of Clinton.
The new president said he was sticking with the
Bush administration's policy, which called for instant
strikes against belligerent forces and measured
responses to violations of "no-fly" zones impo~d in
Iraq by Gulf War allies.
"We're going to adhere to our policy," Clinton told
reponers during a picture-taking ceremony with his
staff. "We 're going to stay with our policy. It is the
American policy and that's what we're going to stay
with." Later, White House Communications Chief
George Stephanopoulos said, "Everything right now is
consistent with the previous practice, and President
Clinton supports it." On Capitol Hill, the Senate confirmed nine of Clinton's Cabinet members and five
other top officers. Nevenheless. hundreds of senior
positions remained open. some of them filled still by
holdovers from the Bush administration.
Zoe Baird, Clinton's nominee for attorney general,
faced growing public and congressional opposition
over her hiring of illegal aliens for housework.
Stephanopoulos said Clinton still believed she would
be a good attorney general. He said he wa<;n't sure if
she had discussed her situation with Clinton before he
announced her selection, although she had disclosed it
to transition officials.

aqi cease-fire ends abruptly
~SHINGTON

(AP) - Two

warplanes fired on an Iraqi air
radar site today after the
installation turned its radar
them. the Clinton adminisn said. The attack ended a
break in hostilities between
Hussein and the United

new administration indicatdetermination 10 continue a
· policy patrolling the nos in southern and northern
Saddam had offered a "cease" the day before President
took office.
_
e'rc going to adhere to pur
,"Clinton told reporters as be
with his senior staff...We 're
to stay \\ ith our policy. It is
American policy and that's
we·re going to stay with."
e United States intends to
cl our pilots in the no-fly
," Secretary of State Warren
opher told reporters.
lr.iqis know perfectly well
it takes to comply with the
resolution<; and the establish-

ment of the no-fly zones. I think the statement said.
what happened today is a reflection
There was no immediate rcpon
of the determination that the whether any damage had been
Clinton administration will have in done to the missile site.
that area," he said.
The F-4G and F-16 completed
Clinton, when asked at a White their mission "without further inciHouse reception about the situation dent," the statement said.
At the State Department,
in Iraq, said, "I'll have something
to say about that"
Christopher said he did not know
A U.S. Air Force F-4G "Wild all the details but added, "I do
Weasel" and an F-16 ·'Fighting know something about it, and when
Falcon" were flying a routine mis- their radar illuminates our pilots we
sion in the nonhem no-Oy zone. are going to protect our pilots."
esconing a French Mirage plane
Al the White House, press secreconducting photo reconnaissance, tary Dee Dee Myers said. "We're
looking into it."
,. '
the statement said.
Clintop spent the morning greetThe two U.$. jets noticed fla\hes
~f anti-anillery fire in their direc- ing the public at a White House
tion. but did not respond to the open house.
provocation ''because the aircraft
A senior Pentagon official said:
\\ere out of range of the fire" the "We're back in the cat-and-mou-.e
statement said.
busmess again.
"The rules of engagement have
However, after the aircmft \\CTC
"locked on" by the radar "a poten- not changed. The U.S. will take
tially hostile action" the F-4G fin..~ responsive action toward any hos·
a HARM missile at the radar and tile or untoward movement by the
the F-16 dropped two cluster Iraqis. That's not going to change,"
bombs on the site, located about I0 the official said. speaking on conc.limiles south of the town of Mosul, tion of anonymity.

-----,
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SAUSAGE & CHEESE 1
PN~~~~:~g!~Mad~~· II
Thin Ctust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

Jus1$5.95
.....
,1.,
'7.45 ·"" • Large

Pizza

Good 7 Days/Week with
Carry-Out/Oellvery thru 212/93

AdcllloNll q,piliga •
.,.., cNfge.

NO
COVER

Tonight:

.75¢ 12 oz. Drafts
$1. 00 Rum & Cokes
$1. 00 Gin & Tonic
1

CoACH
EDDY S
Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTI1 STRtCT IN OLDt TOWNt SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH or OLD MAIN

FRIDAY - SATIJRDAY - SUNDAY

PRE-SUPERBOWL
SUPER SALE!!
Nike

ENTIRE STOCK sm.icony

Adidas
Converse

Al'za

(unless otherwise included) L.A. Gear

SHOES

•20%0
..:::::::.:::--

Reg.
192.l & 2922

J)
Select

Se ect

Youth &Adult
Eastern Jacke

Reebok
10% off

Leather&
Long Sleeve Wool jackets
Men's &
Short Sleeve

50%

Womens

50%

EID-' CHS

U-STORE WAREHOUSE

INOIV.IDUAL BOOMS
"You Carry The Key": '
Behind Rex & Dons Warohouso

S. Rt. 130, Charteston, Illinois 61920

Phone 345-3334

I Advertise
Advertise
I Advertise
I
I SIGMA

PHI EPSH20N·.,

Would like to congratulate its

I
I

.J

~~

1993 EXECUTIVE
BOARD
President - CESARE LAINO
Vice President - TONY BROWN
Secretary - DARRELL SNEDIGAR

J1I--.
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Students vie for top honor Panel will address
By ARINNE CURTIS
Staff wnter

Two Eastern students will vie
for the honor of being named one

of the nation\ top college tudents
following nomination to USA
Today's 1993 All-USA Academic
Team

Kevan Dwyer, 1 junior social
science Tll.lJOr ,md Jcmufcr Eikenbcrg, a senior speech communil·anons m dr, w re i.:hoscn on lite
b. ~l"i or lhc1r schoJ,u-.;h1p. UC.idem
1c: talcnl. tn.: 111\·ll)' and kadcrship
skills by mdl\ 1dual f,1 ult mcm
bcrs.
rrom runong 60 '>tudcm on the
.icadem1l: tc m. 20 wall receive a
$2.500 cash aw.trd and an mv1ta1ion to an awards cercmon) in

Washington. D.C.
In their search for the nation's
best students. judges will select 60
nominees and place them on three
teams of 20 members each. These
student:; will be featured in a pecial section of the newspaper Feb.

5.
For team placement, accorchng
to USA Toda) judges will rely
solel) on the student's ability to
describe their original arnden11c or
Jntellectual product in wntmg. recommemfat1on'\ from the nommm
in pmfcc;sor and three other 1l.lcrcnccs of the nommcc c.hoicc
Displa) mg scholarship. lcadcr!ih1p and community scr. acc mer
us. Dwyer earned Sigma Phi
Epsilon\ 1991 President'<; Award
for "outstanding freshman.''

Recently, he developed a peer
counseling program for Eastern 's
fraternity and sorority member:.
which he hopes will be adopted by
greek organizations nationwide.
In addition, Dwyer is vice president of the lnterfratemity Council.
a Red Cross instructor and a volunte<!r for Hnhitat for Humanit).
Beo;idcs vying for a scholarship
on the academic ream. Dwyer has
been the only Eastern '>1Udcnt chosen, out of 200 nat1onall). as a
finalist for a Trum.m Scholarship.
Thi~ aw,1rd 1-. given to students
sc kin • c 1rccr.. 111 pubhl: sen ice.
Out of the 200 fmahc;ts. 85
schol.irsh1ps will be given for
seniors \\ ith a $3.000 priLe.
llowe\cr, for graduate school, the
sum k-y-rockets to $27,000.

music teaching ski
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer

..(J>anehst) Nadine
for example. has bee
out and works for six
parochial schooh
Ch1cafo area."
Other panel m
m lude \lice Jane Sv
O\\ ncr ot Studio SS
retire I mu:s1c teache
<h irk ton H11 h S
1

n.1,.1d t ukm. an in

teacher .lll Arthur·
Du bi l, ..t band and
t • h~r ll\ 0 Ion!
( urruth r
a

EXPERIENCE the "RUSH"
SPRING FRATERNITY RUSH 1993
JANUARY 25-29
*ALL EVENTS ARE AT CHAPTER HOUSES UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
Delta Chi,~
1125 5:00 Pizza withe Ladies of Alpha Phi
1126 5:00 Homemade Chili
withe Women of El U
1/27 6:00 Open House

Phi Delta Theta, <1>~e
1125 5:00 Cajun Christmas (A:ET House)
1126 5:00 Chili Night (Location - TBA)
1127 5:00 Operation Meatball Spaghetti Dinner Location TB

Delta Sigma Phi, ~<I>
1125 6:00 Spring Classic Mini-Golf
wl Lady Caddies
1126 6:00 Graffiti Spaghetti Dinner
wl Women of EIU
1127 7:00 Dating Game wl Women of EIU

Pi Kappa Alpha, nKA
1125 6:00 Taste of Pi Kappa Alpha
1126 6:00 Winter Luau
1127 7:00 All American Night

Delta Tau Delta, ~T~
1125 5:00 Pizza Pizza!
1126 6:00 Subs and Gamblin
withe Alpha Garns
1127 6:00 Phiesta Taco Night
withe Ladies of Alpha Phi
Kappa Delta Rho, ~
1125 7:00 International Night
1126 7:00 Pizza Night
1127 7:00 Sub Night
Lambda Chi Alpha, AXA
1125 6:00 "The Taste" of AXA
1126 6:00 Casino Night
1127 7:00 Old West

Sigma Chi, LX
1125 6:00 Subway
1126 6:00 Taco Bell
1127 6:00 Topper's
Sigma
1125
1126
1127

Nu, :EN
6:00 Aloha Night
6:00 Spaghetti Night
6:00 Build Your Own Sub

Sigma Phi Epsilon, :E<l>E
1125 7:00 Enjoy Pizza withe
Gentlemen of Sigma Phi Epsil
1126 7:00 Spaghetti Night
1127 7:00 Meet the Ladies of Delta Zeta
and Men of Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Pi, :ETI
1125 6:00 Homemade Pasta Night
1126 6:00 Blimpie Sub Night
1127 6:00 Pizza Night!

Thursday, January 28 - Formal Smokers
Begin as early As 5:00 p.m.
Ask Rush Chairs for specific times.
NOTE: The lnterfraternity Council will be providing continual transportation to all fraternity locations.
For questions call Eileen Sullivan at 581-3967 or Nick Carrillo at 581-5725.

A

Laughing
Matter?
The Charleston Alley
Theater presents
Christopher Durang's
play "Laughing Wild"
By Laura Durnell
Left: fe1111(fer Svebla spouts offabow life and bow to five it. Bottom: T.james Esteep contemplates contemporary dilemmas. Pbotos courtesy qftbe JJattoon journal-Gazette.

nconventional, theatrical
UTnnyl'
and contemporary.
Woo<l kept 11sing
those three words to describe
her latest directorial effort,
Christopher Durang's Laughing Wild."
"This play is a commentary,
an exploration on contemporary issues.'" she said. "It's a
discussion in theatrical terms of
modem problems. It's hard to
explain. but if you know this
author you won"t be disappointed."
The Charleston Alley Theater, 7 18 Monroe Ave., presents "Laughing Wild," at 8
p.m. Friday and Saturday and
at 5 p.m. Sunday. Admission is
$3.50 for students and $4.50
for the public.
"laughing Wild," as Wood
described it, deals with a man
and a woman who "meet by
chance. " Through conversation, they both reveal their parallel situations of the world that
are "not always satisfying to
them.
"I wrestled with doing this
play for a long time," Wood
said. "It's a tour de force for
the actors and to find the right
people for this play was difficult. But I found two people
and they did a splendid job."
Jennifer Svehla, a junior theatre arts major at Ea.stem, and
T. James Esteep portray the
woman and man who discuss
contemporary issues of life
such as alienation, disease and
how people treat one another.
Wood has nothing but praise
for the two actors, both of
whom she said "bring the play
to life and make it happen.
"I could physically not have
done this play if I did not have
the right people to do it.
They've got the ability and
were very good to work with.

They're on their way to being
professionals."
"I think he (Durang) gets into
a lot of hypocrisy," Wood said
about the author's style. "He
explores the contemporary
scene with its problems through
a chance meeting of two people. The first thought I had
when I read this was ' Wow, this
is really a good play!' He really
put it together."
This isn't the first Christopher Durang play Wood has
directed. She was also involved
in "Sister Mary Ignatius
Explains It All To You,"
"Actor's Nightmare" and "Baby
With The Bathwater" which
Wood said was a "primal
scream about parenting."
"We are dealing with an
..

••

l*

•_!

important young playwright,"
Wood explained.
Among some of the unconventionality Wood touched
upon was the play's lack of setting and the nameless characters.
"It's not like a conventional
play which lists in each scene
or act that this is Paris and this
is London in this year," she
said.
"Laughing Wild" was written
in 1986, and while the play
focuses on different modem
issues it does not delve into certain issues in-depth.
"AIDS is mentioned, " Wood
said. "So ils the environment,
but there are not 40 pages written about the environment and
AIDS. There are so many dif-

~ · ........._:_~~.:-_

_

:~ _-__ : ·

_

,_

ferent subjects touched upon.
"The play was written seven
years ago so there are a lot of
subjects that are not touched
on such as homelessness or
Somalia," Wood added. "But
I'm sure if this play was written
a little later these elements
would be part of the pattern. "
Wood warns that because of
the play's adult situations and
language it may not be suitable
for young children.
"If you want to shelter your
13-year-old kid from certain
language this is not the play to
take them to," Wood said. "But
it is not a salacious, dirty or
suggestive play. It just uses the
language. The play's main
point is the concerns of the
day."
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Grumpy Duck
By Paul Wiemerslage
(:iil"I"'(
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RLL NEW RELEASES
$3.00 PER DRY
NEW HOURS: 10 R.M. TO 12 MIDNI G
SUNDRY 1 0 R.M. - 9 P.M.

IOne
.

RLL OTHER TITLES
2.88 PER WEEK 7 DRY S

In The Oven
By Dylan Ethan Collins
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Beckett's On Fir

JUST
f).~MPLE

ot A-l

(Formerly poor boy

ELVIS

STAMP
~e:

BAPV

Roe's Sat. 9:3
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CALENDAR OF CAMPUS
ENTERTAINMENT AND EVENTS
Tarble Arts Cente r
• Continuing through Feb. 21
Lamerol Gatewood: A World
of Shapes in Dreams. Located
in the Brainard Gallery of the
Tarble Arts Center.

• 7:30 p.m. Jan. 25

"Saturn Five" laser light show

General Campus
• 8 ~.ip.~an. 22-23, 5 p.m.
Jan. 24
"Laughing Wild" at the

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Admission is $3 for
students with an ID and $5 for
the general public.

• 9:30 p.m. Jan. 25
Led Zeppelin laser light show
in the Grand Ballroom of the
Union. Admission is $3 for
students with an ID and $5 for
the general public.

Medium Pizza

Ps ycho Slam

with One Free TopP,ing
or 2 Free Pepsi's

Begins at 8 p.m. Friday. $2
cover, $1 with coupon, at
Ted's Warehouse.

Begins at 9:30 p.m. Friday.
$4 cover at Friend's & Co. The Dungeon.

Kramer

Ted's Warehouse.

Royal Heights Apartments

Vulgar Boatmen with Lonely Trailor

1509 ~ . Second

Begins at 10:30 p.m. Saturday. $4 cover at Friend's &
Co. - The Dungeon.

30 1 W. Lincoln

• Great Location

• 1-1/ 2 Baths

Garage }larking Available

9 p.m. Saturday.

WE ARE LEASING UP FAST SO CALL TOD~

348-5312 OR 1-356-8888
Ill. Real Estate Broker

-------------------------

Union Bowling Lanes & Kee. Ar

All The Favorite
Spots!

Charleston Travel

• Central A/C

thJUNCTION

SPRING
BREAK '93

call 345-7731

• Large 3-Bedrooms
(Behind Old White I Jen)

Beckett's on Fire

J> J> J>

But Hurry Space Is Umited!

$6.99

Katzkat with Brothers
Grimm
Begins at 8 p.m. Saturday.
$2 cover , $1 with coupon, at

Begins at

l

with One Free TopP,ing
or 2 ~Pepsi's

1626

Special thanks to Sue "Miss Honeycutt" Rzepka. Bob $2 cover at Roe's.
"I'm Out of Our Gang Names" Sanchez and Kevin
"No Little Rascals Nickname" Kilhoffer.

• South Padre
· Cancun
· Daytona
Air Only
• Lauderdale
s183
• Vegas
Round Trip
· Bah amas
·You name It
We've Got It

Large Pizza

348-

Alternative DJ Kevin
Begins at 9:30 p.m. Friday.

Steve "Pete the Dog" Lysaker........ .... ... .. ..... ..Editor
Laura "Froggy" Durnell ..... ..... .......... ...Assoc. Editor
Cassie "Darla" Simpson ....... .... .... .. .. .Manag. Editor
Kevin "Buckwheat" Schouten .. ...... ...... ........ ... Writer
Paul "Alfalfa" Wiemerslage ...... .... ... .. ....... Cartoonist
Dylan Ethan "Spanky" Collins ... ........... ...Cartoonist

$4a99

JUS1
j\SK

Action Man with
Spankwagon and Poster
Children

$2 cover at Roe's.

The Verge Rascals

~Meaning

Mood

Charleston Alley Theater. 718
Monroe Ave. Admission is
$3.50 for students and $4.50
for the general public.

in the Grand Ballroom of the
• Continuing through Feb. 28
"Material Vision: Image and
Object." a contemporary crafts
exhibition. Located in the Main
Galleries of the T arble Arts
Center.

THE BANDS

TONIGHT

a~~

SATURDAY NITE

~~Jt

28 ON THE VIRGE Of THE WEEKEND

The JUNCTION offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 6 billiard
tables, video & pinball, and cam ping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in j oining a league this fall sho uld stop by the JUNCTION in
Union or call 58 1-36 16.
The cost per week is o nly $3.00 plus shoe rental ($.35).

LEAGUE TIMBS •••
6:30
6:30
4:30
7:00

p.m. & 9 p.m ............. Monday Night COED
p.m. & 9 p.m .............Tuesday Night COED
p.m............................Peterson Point (lndv.) Wed.
p.m ............................ Wednesday Night Men

Location ••• North end of UNION STATION

Hours • • •

M-TH ............ 9:00 a.m. - I 0:30 p.m.

Fri . .............. 10:00 a.m. - I I :30 p.m.
Sat. ............. 2:00 p.m. - I I :30 p.m .
Sun ............. 4 :00 p.m. - l 0:30 p.m .

FRIDAY, JANUARY 22, 1

t too vulgar

this weekend at

lahned band hits Charleston
SCHOUTEN

sat·

nit! $l 25 Bottles (MGD & Light)

plus: Food and Shooter Specials

ence. front man
· napolis band, said
n try to keep their
resting both melorhythmically."
e said the band
ences from older R
such as Otis Redding
Holly along with
ties group The Velround.
h they take after
r acts, Lawrence
try not to sound too
them." He also said
t of their music is
but not in the usual

BREAKFAST
7DaysA Week
Complete Breakfast
Menu!

lgar Boatmen have
her since the early
t Lawrence said he
group member
y have been writing
ther since 1984.
originated in
, Fla., but since
ence said, then
been some adjust-

other, " Lawrence
end result is two
of the Boatmen.
it comes to performence tours the counhis group of Boat. e Ray performs
Florida with his

Friday: Italian Beef w/Mozzarella
& Fries $3"9

$3 Pitchers
4 o'clock club: 3 Burgers for $1

· napolis-based vertwin group Vulgar
will return to
this Saturday for a
. concert at
Co. - The Dun-

ce moved to Indisoon after the band
d. While this may
en up most groups,
expanded the Boat-

Uli.arty's

including:
·Pancakes
• Omlettes
• Huevos Rancheros
·much more!
The Vulgar Boatmen* Photo by Michelle Taylor
Both bands perform the
same songs, and the frontmen
have similar voices, Lawrence
said.
Though their albums have
not broken any sales records
as of yet, the Vulgar Boatmen
have not gone unnoticed.
Their first album, "You
and Your Sister," received
three and a half stars from
Rolling Stone magazine,
while their second album.
"Please Panic," received four.
Lawrence said the reviews
were "flattering," but he was
''surprised." He added it felt
"different" to garner fifth

Fast
Free
Delivery
348-5454

place in a recent reader's poll
for the top albums of 1992 in
a recent edition of Option
Magazine.
The group has also
received critical acclaim from
the Chicago Tribune and
Musician magazine.
'Tm just really surprised
we've gotten such a favorable
response (from the critics),"
Lawrence reiterated.
Lawrence said the Boatmen will play songs from both
albums along with some new
material during their Saturday
performance.

15 Minute
carry out
215 Lincoln

OW JttOWING!

11ALONe2

$9 •99

+TAX

2 Medium 2 Toppings
Order of Breadsticks

4 Drinks

$12 •99

+TAX

speciafty -Pliias- - - - - - ~.naff ---BBQ Topper, Big Topper,
Maui Topper, Shrimp Scampi,
C?mbo, Meat Topper, Vegg1e, Garden Taco Topper,
Bacon Double CheeseBurger

1 Topping $3.99 +TAX
2 Pizzas $6.98 +TAX

Small Medium Large
7.24+TAX 9.99+TAX 12.74+TAX
Two
Two
Two
9.23+TAX 12.98+TAX 16.73+TAX

Large

AY, IANUARY 22, 1993

TIMt •• ~tATl?t.
Downtown fJlalloon • 25B·B228

TOM CRUISE

KEVIN WHITNEY
COSTNER HOUSTON
.,

Medium

1 Topping $4.99 +TAX
2 Pizzas $8.98 +TAx
1 Topping $5.99 +TAx
2 Pizzas $10.98 +TAX

'~~

~

.,

AFEW
GOOD MEN
COLUMlllA P>CTURES

NITELY 5:00 & 8:00
SAT/SUN MATIN~ 2:15 PM

.f.

!, . ',;
...

THE

BQDYGUARD
........os.

FRI/SAT NITE 4:30, 7:00 & 9:30
SAT/SUN MATINEE2:00 PM
SUN TO THRUS NITE 4:30 & 7:00

Gourmet Pizzas For
Any Budget

-151n-ner speclai- -olririer-speciai"
Large 1 Topping
Salad for 4
4 Drinks

7th and Madison 345-7427

3.00,.__.._,.
a..~

~~I' PICTURES presents

~~Jdfn

FRI/SAT NITE 4:45, 6:45, 8:45
SATJSl.tj MATINEE 12:45 & 2:45
SUN TO lHRUS NITE 4:45. & 8:45

~

An

~dventure

· beyond

MAdONNA
willEM dAfOE
•
JOE MANTEGNA

body of
EVidENCE
fD1

~

FR/SAT NITE 5:00, 7:00, 9:15
SATJSl.tj MATINEE 1:00&3:00
SUN TO THAUS NrTE 5:00. & 7:00

COlUM91A
itte:TUA(I

FR/SAT NITE 5:15, 7:15, 9'.30
SATJSl.tj MATINEE 1:15 & 3:15
SUN TO THRUS NITC 5:15 & 7:15
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Independent giants hit the Sundance sere
up," Empy said.
She added many of the films
Once every January, thouviewed and promoted at Sundance ..end up being some of
sands of people crowd into the
the most critically acclaimed
tiny town of Park City, Utah.
movies of the year in their wide
No, it's not to hit the skl
slopes, although there are plenty release."
The festival opened Thursday
of hills to choose from - those
with the world premiere of "Into
making the Jan. 21-31 pilgrimage to the small Utah town are
the West," an Irish-western of
going to the Sundance Film Fes- sorts by "Enchanted April" director Mike Newell. The film, which
tival.
The festival, widely recogstars Gabriel Byrne and Ellen
nized as the most important
Barkin. deals with a father who,
with his young sons, begins a
American showcase of indepensearch for the boys' horse which
dent cinema, is a product of the
Sundance Institute, a nonprofit
was stolen.
arts organization founded in
"Into the West," which Sundance film critic Geoffrey
1981 by Robert Redford. The
Gilmore calls, "wonderfully cinefestival revolves around a commatic·· and "evocative and competition to select the best independent documentary and drapelling filmmaking," has the
potential of being a sleeper hit
matic films shown at the festival.
upon wide release later this year.
Past Sundance winners include
"The Waterdance," "Paris is
Other big premieres which
Burning," "Sex. Ues and Videomay possibility have critical and
tape" and "Blood Simple."
commercial success upon wide
Aaron Empy, a Sundance vol- release are:
unteer, said approximately
• "American Heart" with Jeff
Bridges and Edward Furlong.
2,000 people from all over the
The movie deals with a son's
world will travel to the festival
this year to see world and
struggle to get his father. just
national premieres. attend conreleased from prison, to love him
even though the father wants
ferences about films and particinothing to do with him.
pate in special series.
"I think people come to see a
• "Three of Hearts" with Billy
wide range of the films shown at Baldwin, Kelly Lynch and SheriSundance - they can see foreign lyn Fenn. Although fluffier fare
films, documentaries, dramas
than some of the other films,
and shorts." Empy said. "And
Catherine Schulman, another
most of these films are ones
Sundance film critic, said this
most people may not have a
lighthearted love story also
"deals with homosexuality and
chance to see because they're
independent and get a very limit- heterosexuality without pitting
ed release after the festival.
one against the other."
"A lot of people also come in
Although the premieres pack
hopes of seeing some celebrithe local theaters, Empy said one
ties," Empy laughed.
of the biggest parts of the festival
Last year's festival included
is the dramatic competition.
"These are the films that sort of
(f CP@J'.i)~W the likes of
compete-for the grand prize of
M'trtetm "R¢er. Brc.id Pitt and
R.E.M. front man Michael Stipe. the festival,·· she said.
Among this year's competi"This year people may catch
a glimpse of Jeff Bridges, Sam
tors are "Bodies, Rest &
Shepard. Denzel Washington,
Motion" with Bridget Fonda.
Tim Roth, Erle Stoltz and
Sally Kirkland, Bien Sarkin and
Phoebe Cates; "Boxing Helena"
whoever else decides to show

By STEVE LYSAKER

A boue: Gabriel B yrne (left))
and Ellen Borkin (right) ride
"Into the West,•• which pre·
miered at the Sundance Film
Festiual on Thursday.
Right: Kyle MacLachlan (left)
and Academy-Award winner
Anthony Hopkins (right) in
the film version of Franz
Kafka's ''The Trial," also premiering at the festiual.
Aside from the numerous premieres, the festiual Is also
host to dramatic and documentary competitions, a tribute to Denzel Washington,
panel discussions about filmmaking, foreign film screenings and a series tribute entitled "American Maverick" to
Philip Kaufman, the director
responsible for such films as
"'Invasion of the Bodysnatchers" and "The Right Stuff."
Photos co11rteSJ' of the Su11dance Film l11stit11te

with Julian Sands. Sherilyn Fenn
and Bill Paxton: "Paper Hearts"
with James Brolin, Sally Kirkland
and Pamela Gidley; and "Twenty
Bucks" with Linda Hunt. Brendan Fraser. Elizabeth Shue and

chance to see some
mentaries you nonnally
get to see and talk to
pie you normally wo
talk to - like maybe a

Steve Buscemi.
"What makes the festival
great is that it's an advanced
look at some movies that will
probably be pretty big later in
the year.' Empy said. "It's also a

star."

'Alive' signals studios' turns to lower cost, higher quality fl
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The first movies of 1993 - a collection of predictable
sequels, costly star vehicles and low-budget offerings arrived with a most unusual pairing: the Walt Disney Co.
and cannibalism.
Last Friday Disney released ''Alive." an account of airplane crash survivors who must either feed on dead pas-

sengers or perish in the Andes Mountains. In a rare
move, Disney and Paramount Pictures, normally bitter
rivals, co-produced the film. Both studios held competing
rights to the story, but the strange union was also motivated by concerns over production costs and its commercially risky theme.
Beyond .. Alive," the upcoming film year will feature
calculated fare from the likes of Tom Cruise. Eddie Mur-

phy, Harrison Ford and Sylvester Stallone, and
World" and "Hot Shots!" sequels.
And penny-pinching will be evident throU8111~
"Alive" proves.
Universal Pictures, for example, says its 1
releases will be on average 25 percent cheaper
1992 films. although its lineup does include St
berg's $60 million dinosaur story "Jurassic Park.
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b sets shining example
a~

"Eastem's only bar

e," the Lighthouse is
g to attract students
arantee of a friendly.
smoke-free e ll\ irona~un

for stnrting the

was there really w.1sn't

tO\\ n to socinhzc .incl
r than the bars," said
k, DJ and member or
F undation. the orgne of th lub
ace to go md meet
ds " -.aid Sarah
1dent ot the Wcslc)
t because 11 is a relaxed
t to get away from the
· Ellegood said. "You

can talk to your friends instead of
screaming at them."
Many have considered the
Lighthouse a Christian only type
of atmosphere , said P.ric
Davidson, a Lighthouse DJ and
Wesley Foundation member. But
they have established of mix of
activities, r.lllging from the musical tnstc to the nctivnie availJble
for patrons.
"Contn1ry to popular belief \\C
clo pla)' more than JUSt contemporary Christi.in music."' Davidson
said. "We pla) a vaned mnt ..
\ddmg 1 mix of techno.Top 40
and alternative mm1c \\uh their
contemporm; Chmt1an tunes. th
Lighthouse ha'> no CO\er ch.trgc
and serves popcorn. cand} nd
non-alcohol 1c refreshments.
..llte Lighthouse is even a pince
fo r people who clo not want to

~ Sl
.... ·..

dance." Davidson said. "We have
a Captain's Cabin for people who
just want to talk, play chess or
board games."
The lounge of the Lighthouse is
equipped with a pool table. dart
board and piano, he said.
Attendance for the Lighthouse
fluctuated last semester. according
to Martha Duck\\ orth. a member
of the Wesley Foundation. Auendance was high e rl) but lov.ly
-went down as the weeks went on
The hl'>l L1ghthou<>e funct ion
this c;emester had approxim.itel)'
30 people m ath.:nd,mce.
"Right nO\\ WC re Ill lh process of remodeling and updatm '
the sound ) !>tern.' David<>on said
"So ao; the semcs1cr progresses,
there will be :i number of changes.
TI1e Lighthouse is open Fnday
nigats from 9 p.m. to I a.m.

ons are available to any full-time univer.ity
for the 45th Japan-America Student ConJuly 26 to Aug. 23.
place in Japan. the goal of the conference is
te peace through mutual understanding.
and trust. a flyer stated.
s can be anywhere from freshman through
level students and must be U.S. citizens or
ent resident status. All academic disciencouraged to apply.
'cipation fee that includes all food. lodging
travel for the duration of the conference is
hcations must be postmarked by Feb. 5.
application. contact Japan-Amenca Student
, Inc., 606 18th St. N.W.. Washington. D.C.
erence will move from Tokyo. to Fukuoka
land of Ky u.'hu - and close on Kansai.

Proudly Announces
Its

.... ·..
....

1993 Executive Officers
President
1st Vice President
2nd VP Pledge Ed ucation
2nd VP Membership
Treasurer
Recording Secretary
CorTespo nding Secretary
Panhellenic Delegate
Scholarship Chairman

Jen Cunningham
Shanno n Casey
Jenny DeRouin
Nikki Moats
Dawn Wirth
Julie Maringer
Teresa Uhl
Sondra Svatos
Tara Rigby

LIVE ATTED'S
~

FRIDAY~ SATURDAY
•I "Psycho Slam" 11 Katzcat 11

r--------- ----------,

nference focuses on peace
CRAWFORD

§Af.91. 9(2LPP.9L ~

This year\ delegation will discu ~s global and local
issue~ including trade and economic policies. gender,
race. war and peace and the environment.
Each delegate will also concentr.ttc on a single topic
such as education, health. an, politics and law. technology and Third World i.-;sues.
''This ~ear's topics were picked by a committee of
JO U.S. and 10 Japanese students from last year's conference," said Jennifer Deming, a rcpresenative of pro·
gram.
"After the student's application is accepted, they will
be given three c.'~ys to write," Deming said. 'The first
v. ill be a personal biography. the second and third on
themes on this year's subjects. We try to choose a
diverse ethnic und geographic group of students...
Admissible grade point averages for Eastern students arc three and above, but GPA will not be the only
deciding factor in the selection proccss, Deming said.
"Many factors go into the selection, such a-;, a students activities in International affairs and model student unions," Deming added.

1 Thrash Rock Show

CI

featuring: Joe
Wickham,
O Dave Claypoul,
~ Jason Anglan,
Danny Brounds, &
~
Jay Snyder
1 Admisssion $1
1 (8-10 w/coupon)

•

I

Rock -n- Roll Show 1
songs by: Alice in
Chains,
Van Halen, Ozzy,
Metalica, & many
more.
Plus Originals,

I
C

O

~

~

Admisssion $1

1

(8-10 w/coupon) 1

L--------------------~

Pregnant?
R/2 PERSON

We Can Help!

~RTMENTS

*Free Pregnancy Testing
*Information about pregnancy, abortion, and alternatives

block to Rec. Ctr.

24 Hour Hotline
345-5000

urnished A/C
-site laundry

Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach

~

---~-I 21.

D REAL ESTATE
1512 a Street

tals (217) 345-448

Jim Wood, Broker

Pagliai's Pizza
Free Delivery
Semi-thick Crust after 10 p.m. Everyday
Good With All Specials
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m.
2 a.m. on weekends

345-3400
Unless stated below specials
not valid with any other offer

$3.99
Large Thin
Single Item
and Qt. of
Coke

Small Pizza
when placed
After 10 p.m.
each additional
item .75¢

Every
Wednesday

$1• per order
Spaghetti
and
Garlic Bread

SEAR.CH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &.3 Bedroom
St. James Place
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished Units
Free Trash & Parking
Central A. C.
Dishwashers
Microwaves
Balconies

(1905) S. 12th St.)
• 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A. C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Ca11 Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

8

MON
DAY
JAN.22, 1~3

THE DAILY EAslmN NEWS

The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear In
the next edition.
All ciasslfled advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear In the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed ArnR 2 p.m.
will be published In the fol1owl ng day's newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AfTIR the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with establlshed
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted
to The Dally Eastern News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern News
assumes no liability If for any
reason it becomes necessaiy
to omit an advertisement.

FREE Battery and electrical test.
FREE installation. Battery specialists. 1519 Madison Ave.
Char1eston 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca MWF/00
LIFEGUARDING CLASS: The
Charleston Rec. Dept. is offering
American Red Cross Lifeguarding
class starting Jan. 23rd. Cost is
$38.00. Call 345-6897 or stop by
520 Jackson.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn $2,000+/month + world trav·
el
(Hawaii,
Mexico,
the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer
and Career employment avail·
able. No experience necessary.
For employment program call 1·
206-634-0468 ext. C5738
2/5
_N_E_E_D_E-XT_R_A_M_O_N_E_Y_?_S.ell
Avon. Call 345-6834.

---,,...---,...---1/29

National Organization seeks 4 to
6 college students as on campus
reps. Big $$$. Call 1·800-322·

2464.
SPRING BREAK '93 BLOWOUT
SALE! Lowest prices, best trips 100% guaranteed! Cancun,
Jamaica, & Florida packages still
available from America's student
travel leader. Travel free - organize a small group. Call STS at
(800)
648-4849.
__________
1122

___________ 1/26

Set your schedule-Earn $100 per
day. Interested? Call 1-800-3222464.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
Models needed for Spring
Semester, male or female. Apply
at FAA 216, Art Department.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25

ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes at
home. All materials provided. Send
SASE to National Distributors P.O.
Box 9643, Springfield, MO 65801.
Immediate response.
-----------:2110
Babysitter needed some weekday
and weekend evenings for my 1
yr. old. Own transportation preferred. References and experience necessary. Call Cindy eves.
581-3729
-----------=----=--1/25
COLLEGE REP to post Student
Rate subscription cards on campus. Good income, no selling
involved. Details from: Campus
Service, 1024 W. Solar Dr
Phoenix, Az. 85021
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/22
Help Wanted. 9-4 shift. $4.25 an
hour. Flexible hours. Apply at
Monicals.

Spring Breakl Panama City
Beach. Quality accommodations
on the beach! Only $119 per person. Call Mike at 581-2484 or 1·
800-998-TRIP

---------~2/1

CANCUN $429; Travel with
College Tours - air, hotel, major
parties. Call now to find out how
you can earn a FREE TRIP!lll We
are the largest spring break operator to CANCUN in the nation. Do
not delay, call todayl 1-800-3954896
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
Spring Break: Cancun, Mexico.
Lowest prices guaranteedlll We
will match anything. More info.
Jodi 581-2094

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OfftRED
TRAVEL

TRAINING/ScHOOLS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

HllP WANTED

HOT SEXY WILDI Spring Break
93: Best deal on campus Panama or Daytona only $119.
Cal Mike or Ed at 348-7541.
1/22

WANTED
A.ool'nON

RmES/RIDlRS

ROOMMATES
SuBUSSOllS

FOR lb.NT
FOR SAU
.e;J Cl06T &. FouNO..,

VOLUNTEER READERS - To
tape record texts and/or read
aloud to fellow EIU students.
Could lead to Read for Pay.
Disability Services, 581·6583.

~

...

f!O '.ANNoUNciM£NTsrr :'. (1

o!~;

,

•

1122

~ ~'

TOllflll_,.., ...._

Name: _________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Dates to

D

Yes

No

run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ad to read:

funder Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Payment:
DCash

0

..J Check

Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad r\lf"!S. 14 petits per word each consec·
I.five day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
WTW0-2
WCIA-3
News
6:00 Inside Edition
Entmt T01119ht
6:30 Murphy Brown
7:00 Movie: Peny Mason Golden Palace
Major Dad
7:30 •••Fashion
Oeslgning Women
8:00
Bob
8:30
Picket Fences
9:00 rn Fly Away
9:30
10:00 News
News
M'A.S'H
10:30 Tonight

..

~-

---

'

l· 1t" " '

• .,, •

JI ,•1.

:li./

(1 800 868 78721

t•I00-121-5911

Classified Ad Form
D

,,

..... ,

Eastern News

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ Students

,

1-800-TOUR-USA

57 Friend of
Pythias
60 Slangy suffix
support for
81--Aoyale
Dams.and
National Park
Reps.
82Grant
s A Wimbledon
83 What buffalo do
champ· 1992
38~
on the range
90neof
37 C.E.O., for one
M Brahms's · - Richard's veeps 38Company?
Rhapsody·
t4 Expos'
39 "--Rhythm"
es
Oboe and
manager
40 Nightmarish
clarinet
1sAgitate
cinematic street H Actress Daly
18 Telegraphed
41 Sinless Tina has 87 Blum or Trotsky
t7 Lady Caroline
this quality
(Byron's
45
Reacted like
paramour)
DOWN
Niobe
18 Kind of dollars
47
·
kleine
1 Feeler
19 Like an otary
Nachtmusik"
2Moroing
20 Denomination
48 Exceptional
waker-uppe~
that is best in
st Vamoose
pr~3 -- cropper
(have a fall)
23 KmTel<anawa, M Vicar's not one
to talk
4 Not like an SST
for one
s Almost white
a Perform a
cabinetmaking
function
78uenos - aGoddessof
flowers
•Cardigan
_,,.....::+.:.=.+-.;...+-"'- ....""-=+=- •~-=-t-=-t · to Instruments for
theSerkins
11 Type of vb.
12Arikara
13 Anomalous
21 Lingerie items
22 Worthless
~.;,,;t.,:,.+.,..;,.f •• 25 Looey's aide
nExchange
...;;..&.;;..a..-........... premiums
't 27 lrlsh
poet-dramatist

ACROSS

1 Financial

Professional babysitter/nanny
needed weekends Effingham. Six
children ages 1-11. Early chlldhood, Education majors preferred. Meets requirement for
working with chlldren. Only SERIOUS need apply. Budgetel Inn,
Effingham. Ask for Doris.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.215
The Daily Eastern News accepts
Visa and MasterCard for all your
advertising needs.

EIU RUGBY MEETING will be Friday at 4 p.m. at Stix. It is
pre-season practicing & other important items. New & old
encouraged to attend.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will host a Bowling Party Satu
p.m. in the University Union Bowling Alley. Everyone is we
us for an evening of bowling, fun & fellowship! You need to b ·
for your shoe rental.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP located south of Lawson
have a Praise & Worship service Sunday at 10:30 p.m. Prayer
at 9:30. Call 345-6990 for rides or Information.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass Sunday
and 4:30 p.m. at Coleman Auditorium.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Hospitality Dinner
5:30 at the Newman Center. A $1 donation will get you salad,
garlic bread & dessert!
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRY deadline for Racquetball
Friday from 2-~0 p.m. at the Intramural desk in the SRC lobby.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have a social dance Fri
University Ballroom. All are welcome.
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION will have Jumma Prayer
1 p.m. at the Afro-American Cultural Center. Dr. Mahmud Butt
the Khudba. Faculty and students are requested to join the J
PHI BETA SIGMA will have a Union Party Saturday at 10 p
University Union.
WEIU-FM BEATBOX SHOW will be Friday 7-9 p.m. at 88.9 on
Lady-K and Doc-0 hosting all rep music.
JEWISH YOUTH ORGANIZATION will have meetings on M
p.m. in the Taylor Hall lobby. For more Information, call 581-2
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN Athletes will have regular
Sunday nights at 8:30.
3RD ANNUAL BASEBALL Card Show will be Saturday, Jan.
10 a.m.-3 p.m. at Oakwood High School. Admission is free
Fletcher of the Montreal Expos will be signing autographs. All
go to benefit the O.H.S. Varsity Baseball Team.
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY O
NON-PROFIT event. i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday !s
for Friday. SalUtdaY or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any
illegible or contains conflicting Information will not be published

24Alas
28 Tweed nemesis
30 French novelist;
1668-1747
31 Do I hire
parson?

65

29 South American 44Ancient
Peruvian
monkey
46 Enter. as ln a
31 Calvin on the
log
links
49Ward off
32 Wheel holders
33 Survey again
so "The Wizard of
Oz" producer
34Have
s2Wayto
:is Observe
matrimony
nKlndof
guidance
system
41 Duelers' aides
42 Tennis phrase
43Agile

Little House

Firepower
G.I. Diary

Bonanza

StarTrel<:The
Next Generation

SouthSeas

News
EIU Connectlon

Cheers
Studs

Wildlife
Arebe

Sneak Previews
Movie:The 39 S1eps

LIFE·13

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved Mysteries Night Court
Cheels

Murder. She
Wrote
Movie: Red Wind

Movie: Night

Washington Week
Wall Slreet Week

LA.law

Eveots

News
love Connection

SportsCentE!f

Fox-8, 55

America's Most
Wanted

Amencan Expenence Movie: Beyond the Who Killed Maron
Poseidon Adventure Luther King?
News

Movie: PromNight Ill NtghtCourt
Last Kiss
Uptown Comedy

Being Selved?
Movie

Thirtysomething

seWestfrom
East

Wlldkle
Ataic

WILL·12 12

Designing Women
Jeffersons

2orzo

seWonder

WEIU-29 51

WGN·10, 9

Quantum Leap

Great American

57 To give, in
Durango

GhostWnter

USA·26

SportsCenter
Skiing

Ca~Wllder

ssTypeofle

DISC-9

ESPN-24

News
Ma/lied ...

T61Tor

53 Very: Mus.

Bengal Tiger

WAND-7 17

Family Matters
Step By Step
Dinosaurs

LOVING PARENTS a
four-year-old son are
another child. We know
the best for your babyhappy family life with
love and a secure fu
talk-we need your help
want to help you. Call
Arlynn & Ron, (217) 367
_ _ _ _ _ca1115
The Daily Eastern Newt
tied ads will work for you!

9
1/25

~m-a"."'"le_w_a-n""""t-ed to

apartment for 93r. Only 2 blocks
. own bedroom,
and split utilities.
13
----.,.--,-.-....,1/26
needed to share
duration of Spring
or female. Please
Hinterested.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT. Two
three-bedrooms for two-three stu·
dents. 10 month lease, close to
EIU. Call CAMPUS RENTALS,
345-3100 between 3-9 p.m.

93-94 school year, also summer
93. 1, 2, 3, and 4 bedroom apartments. Also houses available.
Call B and K rentals at 345-6621
{Leave message if no answer)

Microwave oven rental $25 for
Spring Semester plus $1 O
deposit. 820 Lincoln Street. 348·

1993-94, 2 and 3 bedroom houses, 2 bedroom apartments. Close
to campus. Call 348-5032.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

n46
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _SR
1508 1st St. 1 block North of
O'Brien field. 10 mos lease. 6
bedroom house for 8 girts. Great
furniture. $175 each. Washer &
dryer included. Call Jan or
Charlotte. Eads Realty. 345·2113.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,517

Waddell Apts. 1 block North of
Krackers on 4th St. 3 bedroom
Apt. for 3 persons. Rent paid by
semester only. $135 per person.
1o mos. lease. security locked
building. Call Jan or Charlotte.
Eads
Realty. 345·2113
___________
_,517
sor needed Spr.
. Close to campus.
Utilities paid. Call
s 345-3100. Ask

-.,.....,...,,.--.,,..,,....1122

Sum. 93. Own
in town house.
rent. Call Anne,
,345-7379.

Female only-on the Square. Own
room, $225 per month. Nichebe
Kamerer
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1125
PHONE 345-3515 or 348-8837
AFTER 4:30 PM FOR INFORMA·
TION ON THE FOLLOWING: (1)
Furnished apartment. Five bedrooms. Washer/dryer In apart·
ment. Central air. Extra nice. Four
or five occupants. (2) Two bed·
room furnished apartment. Extra
nice. Washer and dryer. Air condi·
tioner. Two occupants.
____________1122
24 W. Buchanan. Aldo Roma
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 1
or 2 persons. Utilities Included. 11
112 mos. lease. $325 for 1 person
or $185 each for 2 persons. Call
Jan or Charlotte 345-2113. Eads
Realty

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,517

to campus, furnished
93-94 school year.
per bedroom. 10 1/2
, $175/mo., 345-3148.

Apartments and a 4 br house
available for group rental.
Summer and Fall. Call 345·7106
after
5._ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
__
Apartments,
Houses
&
Townhouses, 93'·94'. One to Ave
bedrooms. 345-5048 for details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1126
Apartments for 93-94. 3 or 4 peo·
pie needed. 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1125
Houses & Apartments for 93-94
school year. One to seven bed·
rooms. One block or less from
campus. Call 345·4463 for an
appointment.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1129

ca1/13,15,20,22
Park Apartments now
fall. 2 bedroom comished, ceiling fans,
Mnlture and carpeting.
campus. 1O month
, garbage, and cable
In rent. $21O each for
each for 3. 345-4508.
~-:-::-.,.--,..-----,..1125
end, 3 bedroom housapartments. Close
Call 348-5032.

Apartments & Houses available
for Fall '93. 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms.
Call for info. & appointment. 3457286, M-F, 8:30-5, Sat. 9-12.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
Apt. for rent for polite lady.
Spring, Summer or Fall. 3456760.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

Apts. for 93-94 2 bedrooms. 2
people needed. Year lease. 3452416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1125
93-94 school year. 2, 4 & 6 bedroom houses & efficiency apt. 1-2
blocks from campus. 343-0394.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26

---------~517

---------~214

New apts., one, two, & three
bdrm. Great for grad student or
married couples. Ask for Jim at
345-1556 or 345-2919

---------~218

1056 7th Street, fully furnished
house, 6 bedrooms, 2 bath, ciosr
to campus, 12 mo. lease. Call
JOE 708-771-6365

Bunk bed $150.00 Solid frame.
345-3754.
Nichele
____
_ _Kamerer
_ _ _ 1125
FENDER
STRATOCASTER .
CREAM YELLOW. GOLD FLOYD
ROSE. $225. Ask for Jim. 348-5871
...,..---.,.,.---,..,...,-----1/25
IBM XT, w/CGA color monitor,
keyboard, Logitech mouse and
Star NX-2400 printer. $800 OBO.
345-2160

=-....,,---------.,.-1122

TV-Quasar 25" console-$175.
Stereo: receiver, turntable, speakers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon $750. Trade for?
345-4426
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _517
Man's silver/gold wedding ring$150. Man's silver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
full length fur coat-$100. Trade
345-4426
for?
___________
_,517
Furniture, tools, exercise equipment, books, dishes, something
for everyone. Buy or sell at
Mark's Consignment Center. 516
6th, Charleston. 345-1591

$200 REWARD! 12 year old
miniature silver schnauzer dog
named Heidi lost on Thursday
p.m. - Seneca Drive - Call Howard
EAds
345-4364 or 345-2113. 211
_____________
LOST: male cat. 2 yr. old, grey
tiger stripe tabby, no collar,
named "Squealer". Missing since
1/15, area of 10th & Buchanan.
Child's pet. Please call J.
Hughes, 348-0045 or 581-6014.

--~--------1125

LOST: In Campus McDonalds
1/19; a pair of tan/brown thinsula te gloves. Please turn Into
Student Publlcatlons Office.
Thank you Chris.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1126
LOST: Shih Tzu white with Black
&
Brown
Cati
_
_ _patches.
___
_348-0464.
_ _1125
REWARD!ll Lost an Emerald ring
at Mother's Friday the 15th.
Please help if you know anything
about itlll

New Bulbs! New Beds! New
Location! New Phone Number!
{JAMAICAN TAN) has moved to
410 7th St. 348-0018, M-F, 4-9,
Sat. 9-5. 12 sessions, 30.00 this
week only.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
THE BODY SHOP: The 6
BIGGEST, NEWEST, and BEST
beds in town! 348-TANS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

Indianapolis camp looking for
cool, talented and motivated college students to work as senior
counselors for campers of all
ages. If you are interested,
please call Amy at 348-7851 by
Monday, Jan. 25 for an interview.
_ ___,_ _ _ _ _ _1122
Are you looking for an exciting
summer job??? Then we're looking for you! Senior camp counselors are needed to work with
campers of all ages at an
Indianapolis camp. If you are
Interested, please call Amy at
348· 7851 by Monday, Jan. 25 for
an interview.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
Sick and tlred of overrated Texas
and Florida Spring Breaks. Try
Breckenridge 1993. Tom 3459523

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1129

Student Senate Applications
Available. 5 positions to fill. Pick
up at Office In University Union.

-----,------1122

~
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Anjel, Thanks for always being a
great friend & sister. I'll miss my
roomie next year. Phi Sig love,
Kelly

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

What do these 1O men have in
common: Harry Truman (U.S.
President);
Robert
Urich
("Spencer for Hire"); Harry
Blackmun (U.S. Supreme Ct.
Justice); Wlll Geer {Emmy award
winning actor); F. Ray Marshall
(1982 U.S. Sec. of Labor); J.
Howard Pyle ('68 Arizona Gov.);
Chester Gould (Creator of Dick
Tracy); U.S. Senator Alan Bible;
U.S. Senator Wendell Ford; U.S.
Senator Howard Hefling?They're all members of Lamda
Chi Alpha. Join a Fraternity of
Strength and Prestige. Rush
begins Monday 1/25 at 6:00 at
Lamda Chi Alpha house, Greek
Court. Be there--!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

DART TOURNAMENT: Sat. 23rd.
Sign up 9 p.m. to 9:15 p.m.. Play
starts at 9:30 p.m. $6 per team of
two at Hangout, 803 6th St.

Congratulations Krissi and Anjel
on your positions. You will do
GREAT! LITP Kristin
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/22

~--------1122

Congratulations Tamara Culp &
Brad Sturdy on your engagement.
Love Marci.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
GINA ZAMBONI, I can't wait to
see my beautiful daughter at the
Family Appreciation Breakfast.
Sig Kap Love, Liz
,..,--.,....----~=-=...,....,..--1/22
SUNSHINE EYESI You are truly
my sunshine. Thanx for putting
up with met {Let's do the Tuesday
night thing again soonl) Good
luck the next couple of weeks.
(I'm here 4UI)
------~-~1/22
CONGRATULATIONS
DZ
PLEDGES! Remember: Always
tell the truth. DZ love, Sheri
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22

Get an edge on the business
world! Rush Delta Sigma Pil
Come "Meet the Chapter" Tues.,
Jan. 26,
7:00, Coleman
Auditorium
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1126
To Laurie: Happy Birthday, I Love
You!
Bill
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _1122
TRI-SIGMAS - Thank you for the
HUGE Honor! I'm looking forward
to getting to know all of you! 1993
will be a year you'll never forget.
Love Brian
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/22
RUSH PHI BETA CHI RUSH PHI
BETA CHI FOR INFO CALL JEN
AT2746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
SIG KAPS: The chapter from
Illinois Weslyn will be here
tonight. Let's show them a good
tlme.

~--~---,---,-~~1122

GIRLIE-GIRL HONESTLY, WE
COULD MAKE A GREAT COUPLE AGAIN. ALL IT TAKES IS
ONE TRY, BUT FOR NOW I
WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU AND
THE
MEMORIES
WE'VE
SHARED TOGETHER. YOU'RE
ONE IN A MILLION AND
YOU'VE TOUCHED ME FOREVER. I'll ALWAYS BE HERE FOR
YOU. I LOVE YOU. MARDO

LIZ SCHWEBL and MIKE
BOYER, congratulations on getting pinned. I'm glad you guys are
so happy. Love Julie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/22
Debbie Novitski, Have a great
21st! I'll take care of you! I Love
Youl Michael

SIGMA NU INITIATES, Keep up
those spirits during I Weeki
Excellent skit guys! The Men of
Sigma
Nu _ _ _ _ _ _ 1122
___
SIGMA NU'S Rush begins next
week so get yourself psyched!
RUSH SIGMA NU RUSH SIGMA
NU
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
Princess. A year ago a miracle
happened, I met a woman who
looked like an angel, She was
lovely to look at, Wonderful to talk
to, At first we were friends, But
her beautiful brown eyes tugged
at my heart, Her smile warmed
my soul. A year ago I fell In love
with the perfect woman, Happy
Anniversary, 1 year!! Love, Your
Bum.
------,-----1/22
PHI BETA CHI RUSH STARTS
JAN. 25 CALL JEN FOR MORE
INFO AT 2746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
Eric Ewan - You can run, but you
can't hidel Uncle Jack will find
you. Happy 24th Birthday old
timer. Your buddy, Biewald
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/22
Brian VanVooran, We couldn't
have asked for a better Sigma
Man! We love you, Tri-Sigmas
P.S. How were your cheese pret·
zels?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/22
MIKE HALTER - Happy belated
birthday! You were an awesome
Sigrna Mani Love, Tri Sigmas

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

The Men of Kappa Delta RHO
wishes good luck to all new and
returning students.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1122
Congratulations to NIKKI HUNT
of Tri-Sigma on getting pinned to
Chad Barnhill of ATO at Millikin!
Love Your Sisters.

1122

E_A_S_T--S-ID
__
E __P_A_C_K-AGE
LIQUORS SPECIALS. ROOT
BEER, PEACH 9.0 PROOF
SCHNAPPS LITER BOTILES
$6.99. TEN HIGH AND NORTHERN LITE LITERS $6.99.
MILLER DRAFT QTS. $1.19.
KEYSTONE LT. 12 P.K $3.99.
OLD STYLE LT. KEGS $35.00.
CURB SIDE KEG SERVICE AT
EAST SIDE PKG. RT 130 AT
JACKSON AVE. 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/22
IMPORTANT! All rugby players,
new and old, meeting Friday, Jan.
22 at 4:00 at Stlx. Discuss preseason practice, and other important items. Other questions call
Pat Grenda at 581-6863

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

PIKE PLEDGES: GOOD LUCK
DURING I-WEEK AND WITH INI·
TIATIONI PIKES ARE #11 LOVE,

KEWE

by Bill Watterson
0~\00SL'i,

LEIGH VANDERSTOEP: CONGRATULATIONSll! CONGRATULATIONSl 11 CONGRATULATIONSll' BEST OF LUCK IN THE
COMING YEAR! LUV MARK
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
ERIK, One year ago we met. I
wasn't sure how far we'd get. It's
been a wonderful year. I love you
a lot, you hear. Happy
Anniversary! I love you sweetie.
MICHELLE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22

l\Kt. 1\-\~ MORkL\T'( Of
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
"The 1 for $1 ts avallabte to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All Items must be priced .

Name: ___________________

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Address: ________Phone: - - - - - - Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - -

Message: (one word per line)

Under Classiftcation of: _ _ _~PMSOn accepllng ad - - Expiration code (office use only)

No. words/days

Con1>osltor_ __

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

10FRI
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DECLARING MAJORS
Any student assigned to the
Academic Assistance Center who
hes an undeclared or undecided
major with 12 or more earned
hours and wishes to declare the
major should see their academic
advisor as soon as possible. The
advisor can declare the desired
major, review the curriculum and
prepare the file for assignment to
a departmental advisor.
Students that are classified as
undecided can come to the
Academic Assistance Center to
meet with their advisor to discuss
majors and careers. We encourage students to see their advisor.
The Academic Assistance Center
is located In room #100 Blair Hall.
The office hours are 8 a.m. - 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
C.B. Campbell, Director
Academic Assistanoe
CREDIT/NO CREDIT DEADLINE
The deadline for requesting
CREDIT/NO CREDIT grading
status for a Spring class ii 4:0
p.m.• WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
27. Request this using the TouchTone System.
A student must be officially
enrolled in a class before
requesting CrediVNo Credit grading status.
Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration
DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping a
class Is WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
27 AT 4:00 P.M. if you do not
want the class to appear on your
record or if you do not want to be
charged for the hours.
Plan to call in on Touch-Tone at
least 15 minutes before the system goes down. There will be no
evening hours for the Touch-Tone
System on that day.
Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration
SPRING REFUND DEADLINES
The last day to withdraw from
Spring classes and receive a parua I relund Is WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 27 AT 4:00 P.M , a
partial refund Includes all fees
and tui1ion paid except insurance.
Tho last day to WITHDRAW
FROM THE UNIVERSITY and
receive a 50% refund (50% of all

fees and tuition paid except insurance) Is Wednesday, February
10.

Nonc£S

Insurance located in the Student
Services Building East Wing, and
making payment prior to 3:30
p.m. JANU~RY 27. 1993 at the
Cashier's window in the Business
Office. The cost is $56.00.

Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration

Joyce Hackett

CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION
The constitution Examination
will be given at 2:30 p.m. on
Thursday, February 4. This examination applies only to students
seeking to graduate under a catalog l2.cil2r to 1992-93. Register in
person from 11 am t o 3 pm
Monday through Friday at the
booth in the Union Bookstore
Lounge. If the b ooth is closed
during those hours, go to Testing
Services, 202 Student Services
Building. Bring a photo ID
(driver's license preferred) and $2
for the fee. The registration period for this exam Is January 13 January 28.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to
pass, but on scheduled dates
only.

card.
Those students receiving Pell
Grant, SEOG and SEDS not in
conjunction with Perkins Loan
need to make sure their local
address is correct, as they will
receive their di sbursement
through the mail.

Medical Insurance Speciaftst
John Flynn, Director
STUDENT INSURANCE
REFUND
Students who can provide evidence of having health insurance
equal to or better than the EIU
Student Sickness and Accident
Insurance, may request the
' Petition for Insurance Refund'
forms from Student Health
Insurance Office located in the
Student Services Building, East
Wing. A copy of your insurance
company's outline of coverage or
a copy of your medical ID card
must be attached to the completed 'Petition for Insurance
Refund' forms.
JANUARY 27 1993 ts the last
date these petitions will be
accepted for Spring Semester
1993.

David K. Dodd, Director
Testing Services

Joyce Hackett
Medical Insurance Specialist

ORAL ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
ASSESSMENT
The Board of Governors
Universities has adopted a program. of Oral English Proficiency
Assessment for all instructional
staff. Students who have difficulty
understanding instructors should,
if possible, first consult the
instructor. In the event that the
difficulties are not resolved, the
student should address his/her
concerns to the Chair of the
department m which the instructor
teaches. Subsequent appeals
may also be possible through the
Dean of the student's college,
and then through the Provost and
Vice Presiden t f or Academic
Affairs.

DEPENDENT INSURANCE
Students who have our Student
Accident and Sickness Insurance
for Spring Semester 1993, and
who desire to purchase Spring
Semester coverage for their
dependents should obtain an
application from Student Health
Insurance office located In the
Student Services Building, East
Wing, and make payment prior to
3:30 p.m. JANUAfil 27, 1993
dependent coverage is:
Spouse - $n3.30
EACH CHILD - $485.32
Please note: Even though you
have purchased spouse and/or
dependent insurance coverage,
spouse and dependents are not
entitled to use the Pharmacy or
Health Services with the pur·
chase of this insurance.

Barbara L. Hill, Provost and
Vice President,
Academte Affairs

Joyce Hackett
Medical Insurance SpecialtSt

PART-TIME STUDENT
INSURANCE
SpMg Semester 1993 students
who are regtStered for 9, 10, or 11
hours as resident students may
purchase Student Accident and
Sickness Insurance for the
semester by obtaining an apphca·
lion from Student Health

SPRING FINANCIAL AID
DISBURSEMENT
Spring 1993 financial Aid
Disbursement for Perkins Loan
on February 9, 1993 from 9:00
am· 3:30 pm with their student ID

opell

Financial Aid
WRITING COMPETENCY
EXAMINATION
To satisfy graduation requirements for the Bachelor's degree
at Eastern Illinois University, you
must
pass
the
Writing
Competency Examination. (See
undergraduate catalog). Register
to mal<e this examination after
you have completed sixty
semester hours ounior standing)
and have completed the all-university En9lish requirement (typi·
cally l:nghsh 1001 and 1002, or
the equivalent). Register in person from 11 :OO to 3:00 Monday
through Fnday at the booth in the
Union Bookstore Lounge. If the
booth Is closed during those
hours, go to Testing Services,
202 Student Services Building.
Bring a photo ID (driver's license
preferred) and $10 for th e fee.
The first of two examination this
semester will b e given on
Thursday,
February
18.
Registration begins January
13.The last date to request a
refund is February 4.
S.G.AIING JS
LIMITED.
REGLSTER AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE TO A$SURE A SEAT.

Official Notices are paid for

Office of University Rel
Questions concerning Notices

be directed to that Office.

LOAD F EE. There will be no
evening hours for the Touch-Tone
System on that day.
Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration
IMPORTANT SEMINARS
January 25, Writing Winning
Resumes, Charleston-Mattoon
Rooms, 9:30 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
January 27. Researching
Employers: Whe re to Begin,
Charleston-Mattoon Rooms, 4:00
p.m. - 4:50 p.m.
January 28, Career Day: Make
It Work for Youl (Orientation),
Charleston-Mattoon Rooms, 4:30
p.m. - 5:20 p.m.
February 1, Mock Interview
Practice: Get It Right Before It
Counts, Sullivan Room, 7:00 p.m.
- 7:50 p.m.
February 2, Career Day: Make
It Work for Youl, (Orientation),

Shirley A Stewart, Di
Career Planning &
Placement Center
PRE-BUSINESS
STUDENTS
An informational
be held Tu~sday, Jan
3:30 p.m. in the Ch
Mattoon Room of the
Union. Information win
sented regardin g
requireme nts to the
College of Business. Al
Business transfer stu
attend this important

SPRING 1993 TEST SCHEDULE

WRffiNG COMPETENCY
(Fee-$10)

FEB. t8
APR. 10

3:30 p.m.
9:00am.

CONSTITUTION
(Fee-$2)

FEB.4
MAR.11
APR 20

2:30p.m.
2:30p.m.

HEALTH STUDIES COMPETENCY APR. 15

2:30p.m.

David K. Dodd. Director
Testing Services

PRE-PROFESSIONAL
SKILLS TEST (PPSn
Fee: 1 lest $45
2tests

MAR.6

$55

A picture ID (driver's 6cense pleferred) and the test fee a111 reqtired for

OVERLOAD FEES
Overload fees will be assessed
for every semester hour over 18
still on a student's schedule after
Wednesday, January 27, 4:00
p.m Undergraduate Illinois residents will be assessed $77.00
per sh. over 18. Undergraduate
non-residents will be assessed
$231 00 per s.h. over 18.
A student who has a scholar·
ship should check with Fmanaal
Aid to see whether the scholarsh p covers overload fees.
NOTE· WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27 AT 4:00 P.M. IS THE
DEADLINE FOR DROPPING
OVERLOAD HOURS TO AVOID
BEING CHARGED THE OVER-

"WRITING COMPETENCY;

SEATING IS LIMITED. REGISTER AS
POSSIBLE TO ASSURE A SEAT.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
WHERE?

UNION TEST REGISTRATION BOOTH
EAST WING- FIRST FLOOR (BOOKSTORE LOUNGE!

WHEN?

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

HOURS'?

ll:OOA.M. THROUGH 3:00 PM

TESTS?

WRITING COMPETENCY
CONSTITUTION
HEALTH STUDIES COMPETENCY
PRE-PROFESSIONAL SKILLS TEST

··y~OLLlY HABERDASHE~~~~

. f}__

•

<O'A L ONCOLN AVE N UE

RON & sue LEATHERS
O WNERS

CHARLESTON, IL 61920
PHON E 217-345 6944

''DOLLAR DAYS''

1-800-874-7420

$ $ $

's
DOUBLE DRIVE-THRU

~NEW Super Value Meals
#1 Big Q, Lrg Fry, Med Drink

$2.69

#2 1/4 lb Cheeseburger, Lrg Fry. Med Drink $2.69

#3 Chicken Sandwich, Lrg Fry, Med Drink

:52.89

#4 Bacon Cheeseburger, Lrg Fry. Med Drink ::;2.89

8:30am.

3tests S65

~

~~

2:30 p.m.

(Fee·S2)

1~1_-:;M -~-a, ~yl;;PUS
The~l<of a Ufetlme ..~19.93.
BNOk awOYt &Nak out Big leach Big Fun- BIG VAWEI

Charleston-M attoon
12:00 p.m. - 12:50 p.m.
February 3, S pri ng
Day/Job
Fair,
lfr
Ballrooms, 9:30 a.m. -

1/2 Price

20% OFF

SWEATERS
SLACKS
POLO SHIRTS
"SELECTED"
EASTERN T-SHIRTS
SWEATPANTS
GREEKJACKETS

HI-COTTON
&
PRO WEIGHT
SWEATSHIRTS
JERSEYS
T-SHIRTS
BOXER SHORTS
EASTERNJACKETS

FD.B;..YOUR VALENTINE

~
WE HAVE THE "BEST" .PRICES IN TOWN!
"PERSONALIZED BRIEFS"
RED

OR

WHITE

WE ARE A "RUSSELL II OUTLET STORE!

11A

Friday, January 22, 1993

Causland looking for team
develop intensity at tourney
Ralph McCausland
· Saturday's Miami of
n can bring the intenk to a squad that has
McCausland put it,
for something to haping is a very individuand everybody has a
philosophy for warmand geuing ready for
ch." McCausland said.
ents, like this one at
you get a good draw or
. the first match usu't that t0ugh. I guess
the guys are using that
-up with and then

progress from match to match.
"If I had been going to war in
Edwardsville
(Wednesday
night). after what I saw I would
have only taken one guy with
me. I want to be able to take an
entire team of intense competitors. I want an aggressive team
that goes out and makes things
happen."
The tournament is a departure
from the regiment of dual meets
that the Panthers are currently
in, with six dual meets in a row
coming after this meet before
the NCAA Regionals. The tournament is also nice in that
McCausland gets to give the
entire squad some action instead
of just his top l 0 men.
Stan Gress, Joe Daubach and

Darnell Thomas are again some
of the wrestlers expected to
reach the awards stand for
Eastern, but McCausland is
looking for strong efforts and
steps forward from his entire
team.
"This is an open tournament,
so there is no team basis, just an
individual one," McCausland
said. "I'm looking for a strong
effort from everyone we take
this week, and it's good that
everyone gets a chance to compete this week. Win or lose,
what I want to see is improvement ... a progression. Taking
the positive things from the past
and losing the negative things.
That's all I can hope for ... progression."

Cooper.
mber, Cooper blew the
Lantz Fieldhouse with
6.26 and 21.80 in the 55-

•fine wines
•coffee's
•tea's
•mustard's
•imported beers
348-8077
foods
10 A.M. - 8 P.M. •gourmet
Coffee of the week:
MOJ\IUAY-SATURDAY
Chocolate Noisette

WN
Student Afartments
Now Leasing for Fal & Summer 93 & 94

345-2363
~

meter and 200-meter dashes. Both
were fieldhouse records, while his
time in the 55 made NCAA quualifying.
Cooper did not compete at the
Panthers' most recent competition,
however, due to illness, but is back
this week to tear up Illinois' newly
laid out 200-meter Annory track.
Also, distance man Scott Touchette, the Mid-Continent mile champion, will be shooting for a win in
the 3,000-meter run after recording
a personal best of 8:29.2 in
December.
Other standouts for Eastern
include Jim Sledge in 55-meter

•From page 12

or five times."
· g the assignment of guarding the 6-foot-8
for Eastern will be Darrell Young, who at 6-9
a slight height advantage.
feel like that will be a good match up for us,"
said. Young was able to shut down Illinois's Sherrel Ford Monday in an upset win over
s. Ford, a pre-season all-conference pick,
five of 17 shots from the floor Monday.
wards won't be the only headache for the

hurdles, Vinram Wadebey and
Chris Fowler in the 400, Jon Bates
in the 800 and Don Rice in the 55.
Moore believes his team is ready
to compete, but says that some of
his athletes are not yet l 00 percent
after Christmas vacation.
"I think we'll be strong on the
track, but some of our field events
are not yet up to par," Moore said.
"Coming back after break, it takes
a while to get back the technique.
This will be a challenging meet for
us, but I think were going to
suprise some people."
Competition will begin at 1:30
p.m.

CALL NOW!

Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouses
for 3 & 4 People

r:zf 1, 3, & 4 Bedrooms Available
~ Central Air

~
~

n's Track
has qualified provisionalatically," said Moore.
to get him as many
'>do that as possible."
nee of Miller will defiEastern in the scoring,
not the only big gun on
's team. The Panthers, for
lime in four years, have a
of strong entries in the
led by junior transfer
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Panthers. Point guard Mark Woods averages 14.6
points and 8.6 assist a game. Seven-foot center Mike
Nabar is scoring 14.5 points per game and grabbing
7.2 rebounds a game.
"We will have play our best if we want to be competitive with them," Samuels said
The Panthers .r eturn home on Monday when
Northern Illinois come to Lantz Gym for a conference
game.
The game will be broadcast live on SportsChannel
and the Bud Light Daredevils will be preforming at

The Women of Alpha Phi
would like to introduce

~ 24 hr. Maintenance

~ Dishwasher

!

- --------------------~

1505 18th St. Charleston 348-5941
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Run-and-gun Valpo too much for Easte
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor
The Eastern women's basketball
team was unable to stop Valparaiso's run-and-gun style of offense
Thursday night and was handed
one of its worst losses of the season, 112-65.
The big story of the game was
Val po 's potential All-American
guard, Debbie Bolen. She was
almost unstoppable, rummaging
through the Lady Panther defense
for 30 points in only 26 mjnutes of
playing time. Bolen 's stats speak
for themselves: 14-18 shooting
from the field, two for three from
the behind the 3-point arc, eight
rebounds. seven assists. two blocks

and six steals. Twenty-four of her
points came in the first half.
"Bolen had a great game. She's
probably the best player we've seen
this year," Eastern coach Barbara
Hilke said
The loss was Eastern 's second
biggest of the season. It lost 88-37
to Baylor earlier in the season. The
Lady Panthers drop to 1-12 overall
and 0-5 in the Mid-Continent
Conference while Valpo improves
to 7-6 and 3-1.
The damage was done right off
of the bat. and the Lady Panthers
never recovered. The Lady
Crusaders opened the game by
outseoring Eastern 18-2 10 the first
for minutes. They extended that to
a 27-4 lead with 13:46 left to play

in the first half.
"They don't wait for opportunities to get good shots," Hilke said
of Valpo's uptempo offense. 'They
got them early, we were stunned
and we got timid. We prepared all
week but when it hit us it kind of
stunned us.
'The key early was we bad several good opponunities to score in
the post and couldn't convert."
Eastern went into halftime tra.ili ng the Lady Crusaders 62-30.
Things did not improve for the
Lady Panthers, as only one player
from Valpo failed to score.
One of the few bright spots for
Eastern was the double-double
turned in by senior co-captain
Sheriel Brown. She scored 20

points and grabbed 12 rebounds,
team-highs in both categories.
"It's just kind of a guessing game
who's going to mentally and physically show up each night," Hilke
said of her starting lineup's inconsistency.
Eastern committed 29 turnovers,
something Hilke was not pleased
with.
"We had some unforced errors
just getting the ball in bounds, that
should never happen," Hilke said.
Eastern will get right back into
action with a 7:30 p.m. home game
Saturday against Mid-Con foe
Illinois-Chicago. The Flames feature Angela Gilben who is the top
scorer in the league and one of the
top in the nation.

Panthers prepare for Mid-Con battle
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff editor
Eastern coach Rick Samuels and
Wright State coach Ralph Underhill
know that nothing is going to come
easy in the Mid-Continent Conference this season.
..We knov. that we are going to
have to show up and play ever;
night." said Underhill. whose team
currently sth in a second place tie
in the Mid-Con with a 2-1 league
mark.
"For us all of (the games) are
tough ones:· said Samuels. whose
Panthers are tied for fifth in conference play with a 2-2 record.
It won •t get any easier for the
Panthers on Saturday when they
travel to Dayton. Ohio. for a conference game with the Raiders of
Wright State. Tip off is scheduJed
for 6:35 p.m.
At Wright State, Eastern will
have to deal with a team that likes
to put points on the board and a
JX>tential NBA player in senior forward Bill Edwards.
The Raiden.. who are 9-4 overall, have scored 100 or more points
four times this season and average
92.9 points per game. Edwards
leads the Raiders in scoring (25.2
points per game) and rebounding
(9.2 per game).
"We like to move the ball up and
MARI OGAWA/Photo editor down the coun," Underhill said. "It
Eastern guard Derrick Landrus preparesp to take a shot during Thurs- would be easy to hold the ball
day's practice in Lantz Gym. The Panthers will be put to the test rather than run with it. but the playSaturday when at Wright State and on Monday when they host ers like to play that style of game,
Northern /Illinois.
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Mid-Continent Standings
School

Cleveland St
Wnght St.

111..chteago
Northam Ill
EASTERN
Valparaiso

Wisc -Green Bay
Youngstown St

Conl
4-0
2·1
2-1
2-1
2·2
2·2
1·2
1·3

Western Ill
0·4
•Wisc ·Milwaukee
-Not ehg1ble for Mid-Con play
untJI 1993-94 see.son.

Overall
8-4

9-4
7.7
&6
5-8
4·8

5-6
2·10
3-11

15-1

Saturday·a games
EASTERN at Wnghl St.
Youngstown St at Cleveland St.
IU .ch1eago at Western IQ.
WISC -Green Bay at Northem IU.
Sacramento St. at Wisc.·Milwaukee

the fans like to watch it and I like to
coach that style of play."
Samuels doesn't expect the
Panthers to show up and have a
foot race with the Raiders though.
"We are going to have to get
back and play defense on the fast
break," he said. "(On offense,) we
may need to slow down and play a
half-coun game."
Underhill said Edwards, an allconference pick last season, has
caught the atLention of professional
scouts.
"There have been about 22
teams that have scouted him,"
Underhill said. "Several of them
have even come back to look at
• Continued on page 11 A

Men's, Women's track teams in action
Men's team look to make some Injury-prone women's team look
noise at the University of Illinois for success at home invitational
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

The men's track team will be
heading to Champaign this weekend to take part in a triangular
meet against Illiniois and
Southern Illinois-Carbondale.
Because it is a scored meet,
one of the few on the Panther
schedule, the Illinois meet is
taken more seriously than others.
Head coach Neil Moore expects
his team co do well, but the
Panthers will be without one of
their top dogs.

Since the 35-pound weight
throw is not contested in the BigTen. the event will not be held
Saturday. This stymies Brent
Miller, who has already provisionally qualified for the NCAA
finals in the weight. Illinois will
be offering the shot put, however,
Moore wants Miller to throw the
weight as much as possible this
season. So instead of going to
Illinois, Miller and fellow throwing specialist Dave Myerscough
will be competing at the Purdue
Invitational.
oo Continued

on page 11 A

Eastern 's women's indoor track
team will take part in its only home
competition of the season when it
hosts the Nin th Annual Lady
Panther Invitational in Lantz
Fieldhouse.
Although the invitational has
been as large as 13 teams in the
past, coach John Craft said having
a four team quadangular may be
more adequate. Besides Eastern,
Austin Peay, Northeast Missouri
State and the Terre Haute Track
Club will compete at the invitational. Parkland College will have a
couple individuals take pan.

"A quadrangular is a nice
meet." Craft said. "I thought it
would be good limit the number of
teams to expedite the competition."
The 5,000-mecer will be the first
event to stan invitational, which
will begin at 11 :30. Field events
will begin at that time also.
Some of the promising prospects
for Eastern will not be competing.
Kiya Thomas will be miss this
weekend's action due to tendon.itis
of the knee. Also T.J. Rhudy is
recovering from a sore back and
will miss action.
-Staff report

Eastern llllnola (65)
Stancil 1·5 2·2 4, White 1-31
4·16 2·2 10, Polka 1-5 ()..2 2,
11 0-0 8, Kaiser 0-0 0-0 0, G
2, Pozln 3-7 4-6 10, Crowell 1
Brown 9·19 2·3 20, Beck 2·3
Waldner 0-6 0-0 Totals 27

o.

Valparaiso (112)
Bolen 14-18 0-0 30, Wi1brald
Forsman 4-4 0-0 8, Russel~
Toelke 3-6 2-2 e, Galuppi 0.1
H.Dlelenthaler 6-8 0-0 17.
0-0 2, -Dielenthaler 1·5 0-0
2·2 11, Lamere 2-4 0-0 5.
Totals~+4112.

1
30
Valparaiso
62
3-Polnt goals-Eastem 0-1 (
Valparaiso 12·20 (Bolen 2-3.
2. Russell 2·5. H Oielenlhaler
enthaler 0-1, Schultz 0-1,
Rebounds-Eastem 48 (B
Valparaiso 49 {Wilbrandt 12)
Eastem 10 (Frazier 7), V
(Bolen 7).

Eastern llllnola

Swimm
to take
talented
W. lllinoi
By PAUL DEMPS
Staff writer
A head coach nev
likes to say that his
doesn't have a chan
particular competition.
But the Panthers ma
their hands full this
at Western Illinois. as
swimming coach Ray
van hope.' his squads
off a huge upset this
end against the very
Leathernecks squad.
"Just because we
expect to win doesn't
we don't expect to
well," Padovan said.
Eastern 's squads are
ing off a six team In
weekend as well as a
ous swim forum ·
Lauderdale over the
days. Teams don't
make excuses for lac
performances but it is
ous that the constant
taking on bigger and
funded teams will w
one down.
The women won the
last weeknd and have
very well this seas
Padovan knows there ·
for improvement.
Kim Beasey will relUJ'D
squad t his weekend
missing last weekend'
due to illness.
The men have ra·
place well consisten
they continue to w
hard and try to make
lack of numbers.
to g rades and injury
hurt the men's squa
they have a tough task
of them this week
they face a very ex
and talented Leathe
squad.
Unfortunately after
day, the squads will ~
a lot of time co rest as
compete in two dif
meets the following
end.

